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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTICN 
Although powder technology is an old and long practised art,l 
it has only been in comparatively recent years that £undamental 
scienti£ic investigations o£ its several phases have been undertaken. 
The greater portion o£ the £undamental studies has been devoted to the 
examination o£ the sintering phenomenon which is the major step in the 
solidi£ication o£ powder to dense material. ~s a result o£ the many 
investigations of this problem, many widely variant hypotheses have been 
proposed to explain the phenomenon, but, to this time, none of these 
has become Widely accepted.2 The absence o£ a general hypothesis is 
evidenced by the multiplicity of the definitions of sintering. The 
multiplicity of definitions derives from the lack of complete understanding 
o£ the physical mechanisms and forces participating in the process. 
Sintering has been variously defined in the recent literature as : 
(a) "The heating of metal powder or compacts to convert them into 
coalesced masses under controlled conditions of time, temperature, 
and atmosphere" in an early definition proposed in 1939 by the 
American Society of Metals; (b) "The bonding o£ solid bodies by atomic 
~~ 
forces through the application of pressure and heat" in 1942 by 
~lretblad and Wulff;3 and (c) "The bonding of adjacent surfaces of 
1F. H. Norton, ELEMENTS OF CERAMICS (Addison-Wesley Press Inc., Cambridge, 
Mass., 1952) 
2 R. F. Walker, J. Am. Ger. Soc. 38, 187 (1955) 
3p. E. Wretblad and J. Wulff, P(M)ER ~l:ETALLURGY, edited by J. Wulff 
(Am. Soc. Metals, Clev~land, Ohl,o, 1942) 36 
2 
particles in a mass of powder or a compact by heatingu in a later 
version in 1948 by the American Society of Metals • . The American Society 
for Testing 1'-fu.terials and the 1-tetal Powder Association in a cooperative 
effort are still actively engaged in preparing and establishing a 
standard definition of sintering. For the purpose of this paper, the 
meaning of sintering is to be restricted to the process in which under 
the influence of temperature and time physical bonds are established in 
a mass of powder particles between neighboring particles initially in 
mechanical contact. 
!A major handicap which has seriously retarded progress in the study 
of sint ering is the absence of a test based on a physical property vlhich 
has a direct correlation with the degree of sintering or bonding that 
has occurred. Several physical properties have been studied in the past 
in an effort to establish correlation between the property and the extent 
of bonding. The physical ~roperties which have been so investigated are 
bulk density, electrical resistance, adsorption of mono-molecular films 
of gas, and the mechanical strength. Of these, the most reliable is the 
mechanical strength, but its use is limited because it is a destructive 
test. The bulk density of a sample is the commonly employed test. The 
failure of density as a criterion of bonding may be recognized by 
observing that powders may be mechanically packed to a high density 
relative to the massive density of the material with no interparticle 
bonding, as well as being sintered to the same dmsi ty from an initial 
lower packing density. Similar faults are found with electrical 
resistivity or conductivity as a quantitative test, since these only 
measure the extent of intermetallic contact. .Adsorption of gas films has 
3 
proposed but, at best, tests of this type could only indicate the total 
boundary surface of all the interconnected porosity of the specimen, 
and again the result has no direct correlation with bonding. 
There is still another method for examining sintered powder 
specimens which would have a high probability of successful correlation 
with degree of bonding but which has not been employed to this time. 
In spite of the obvious faults. of the above methods, no efforts have 
been undertaken in the past for the investigation of the feasibility of 
measuring changes LTJ. electrochemical potential of sintered specimens. 
This paper will describe the experimental techniques employed and the 
results obtained in a study of the relationship between the 
electrochemical potential, degree of sintering, and other physical 
properties. 
It is readily recognized that a systen1 of powder particles has its 
maximum energy content before the onset of solidification. This is to 
be expected since the total surface of the system is at its maximum. 
As t he system goes through the change of state from independent 
particles to physically bonded aggregates of particles, the energy of 
the system 1dll be reduced since, during the changes of state, the 
total surface of the system is reduced. The change of the energy of 
the system should be measurable in accordance with Gibbs-Helmholtz as 
a change in t he electrochemical potential. If a series of specimens are 
s i ntered to different degrees, then the energies of each of the specimens 
should differ in accordanc e with the extent of t he sintering treatment. 
1A quantitative determination of the degree of sintering in each case 
would be readily accomplished by measuring the potential of each of 
4 
these specimens. This paper will present a description of the methods 
employed and results obtained in accomplishing this very t.ask. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL RE~~ 
In every period of man's existence, the physical properties of 
matter in the solid state have been of major importance. In the 
earliest experiences with solid material, it was employed as it was 
found in nature for such purposes as shelter, furniture, tools and 
weapons. As experience was gained in the use of solid matter the 
accumulating knowledge led to methods to form and shape it to better 
suit the needs of t he t~ne. In time the experience broadened to 
include the forming and firing of earthenware from clay powders. 
The manufacture of utensiles from cla~ may be considered the first 
activity ever practised by man i n which the naturally occurring 
material was significantly changed in form. Thus, one might say that 
powder technology is one of the oldest of the tec~nical arts known to 
mankind. 
As time progressed, the discoveries of the preparation of 
comparatively pure metals by reduction and working of their ores led 
t o the so-called Bronze Age. It is to be remembered that the t echniques 
known in the Bronze Age were not developed to the stage of melting as 
it is practised today. Rather, metallic implements were fashioned by 
roasting the metal ores in powder form.4 Appropriate roasting 
conditions accomplished the reduction of the ore to the metal. While 
~. H. Norton, ELEr'lENTS OF C:E.'RA..'MICS (Addison-Wesley Press Inc., Cambridge, 
J.-1ass., 19.52) 
4c. S. Smith, POWDER HETALLURGY, edited by J. Wulff (Am. Soc. F-1etals, 
Cleveland, Ohio, 1942) 4 . 
6 
the now metallic powders were still at elevated temperatures, and hence 
in a plastic state, they could be readily forged to dense bodies. 
Alloys could have been pr epared by mixtures of various ores as selected 
by t he metal worker of the day. As man broadened his experience with 
and knowledge of metals, so he improved his equipment and techniques for 
winning them as a part of the continual expansion of technological 
frontiers. Thus, for most of the metals, roasting and forging of 
powders was displaced by melting and casting directly to shape. The 
knowledge and skill of using powder base material was forgotten and the 
techniques lay dormant for many centuries, except for the making of 
cerrunic material. 
The turn of the 19th cent•~Y saw the reawakening of interest in 
the use of powder techniques to obtain solid metallic bodies. The 
activity of this period was climaxed by the work of Wollaston on the 
production of solid bodies of platinum.S His success has been attributed 
to the considerable care which he exercised at each stage of handling and 
processing the powders. Once the problem of fabricating platinum was 
solved, activity in t he processing of powders lagged unt il excited by t he 
demand for tungsten to be used as lamp filaments at the turn of the 
twentieth century. Tungsten, like platinum, could not be melted by any 
of the t echniques commonly available. It was only by using powder 
-metallurgy t hat (solid) tungsten wire could be obtained at a quality level 
suitable for forming to lamp filaments. Coolidge6 solv.ed the complexities 
5c. G. Goetzel, TREATISE ON P~1DER }lliTALLURGY (Interscience Publishers, 
Inc., New York, .1950) Vol. I and II 
6w. D. Coolidge, LAHP F1WfENT (U.S. Patent No. 963,872, 1910) 
7 
of processing tungsten by 1906, and tlms set t he foundation of the 
modern electric lamp industry. 
The success obtained with tungsten inspired w~der interest in 
povrder technology. Hixed metallic materials composed of tungsten and 
addition agents such as copper, nickel, silver or other metals were 
developed. l'Ioissan 's discovery of t he hard metallic carbides) spurred 
efforts to establish methods for processing them, so that they might be 
employed. In addition, porous metal bearings were introduced early in 
the twentieth century. The work on bearings led to the development of 
the controlled porosity porous metal filter. Chief among other early 
directions taken by the pioneers in the field was the important 
application led by Pupin to the manufacture of iron powder cores and 
magnets for electrical circuits.7 However, the expanding industrial 
interest was accon:panied by only a slight interest on the part o1· 
scientific workers. Except for some limited work accomplished in the 
nineteenth century, essentially nothing of fundamental character was 
undertaken until the early nineteen twenties. Because the fabrication 
of functional metal parts from powder is s:ilnila.r for all metal systems, 
the increasing industrial demand caused t he growth of t he field of powder 
tec~~ology which may be considered as including the preparation of 
metallic and cerarrd.c powders themselves, forming and firing the powders 
to shape, and conducting research and development studies to improve 
the art. 
5c. G. Goetzel, TREATISE ON PO"L-IDER !JlET!ALLL.iRGY (Interscience Publishers, 
Inc., New York, 19.50) Vol. I and II 
7H. S. Joachim, PERSCNAL CO!c11-fLlNICATION 
8 
It would .be well to reviar the practices winch are employed in the 
art and to examine the changes in properties t hat take place during the 
transition from loose powder to solid body, mor e especially so tl~t the 
importance of sintering to the bonding of the powders may be more clearly 
understood. The final properties w~ich a piece may have are dependent 
upon the original characteristics of the ponder and the treat.rnent employed 
at each stage of its processing.8 H. H. Hausner/ in 1949, pointed out 
specifically three distinct groupings of the conditions which effect the 
final properties. They include the above tv10 and the physical properties 
of the material. It is extraneous to this paper to include a discussion 
of the effects of the various physical properties of the elements 
employed, since they are not subject to control under normal processing 
conditions. The povlder characteristics c:md the subsequent tre8.tments are 
subject to control. 
The powder may be obtained by anyone of several techniques such as 
chendcal reduction or decomposition of ores or other compounds, 
electrolytic deposition or precipitation, atomization of liquids and 
mechanical comndnution. The powder particles which are produced by any 
given manufacturing method have a common external shape and internal 
st~~cture characteristic of the specific method. The powders are obtained-
vnth a distribution of particle sizes which can be controlled by 
variation of the manufacturing conditions. The particle size, the 
8L. Delisle, Trans. Electrochem. Soc. ~' 135 (1944) 
9H. H. Hausner and J. H. Dedrick, THE PHYSICS OF PCliDER l'1ETALLURGY, 
edited by \v. E. Kingston (I'1cGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1951) 
320 
9 
particle shape, and the particle structure constitute the controllable 
characteristics of the powder. ~11 of t hese are determined by the prior 
history of the powder. Hence, by appropriate selection of the conditions 
employed in the preparation of the powder, a reasonable degree of control 
can be maintained over the three features of the powder particles. 
The loose powders may be used directly from their nanufacture. In 
most cases one or more of rr~ny tJ~es of additives may be incorporated 
with the powder. Such additives may be a filming agent to protect the 
powder particles against oxidation, a lubricant to reduce interparticle 
friction during the compacting, a fl~~~ng agent to reduce undesirable 
oxide films on the surfaces of the particles, or a bonding agent to aid 
or participate in the solidification of matrix particles durin~ sintering. 
The additives may be organic compounds, inorganic compounds or metals, 
depending upon the intended action and its desired extent. For 
convenience and simplicity, the processing of a metallic powder without 
any additive will be discussed as a typical example. 
Metallic powder particles are usually manufactured under reducing 
atmospheres for protection of their surfaces against oxidation. 
During the storage period between manufacture and subsequent use, the 
powder 1~11 adsorb gases from the ambient atmosphere. Powders of 
metals which are highly sensitive to oxidation, such as zirconium, 
molybdenum or cobalt, are often stored under inert atmospheres until 
they are to be used. Powders such as iron and copper which have low 
oxidation rates at room temperature are not so protected. Efforts are 
made to minimize the moisture level in the storage atmosphere, since 
adsorbed moisture can accelerate oxidation and corrosion and seriously 
10 
affect the behavior of the particles during compacting. If a powder 
has been in storage for an extended period of time, it would be given 
a low temperature hydrogen atmosphere treatment to minimize adsorbed or 
combined oxygen prior to further processing. 
The clean oxygen-free metal powder is mechanically sieved until 
its size distribution meets the requirements established by experience 
as satisfactory for the scheduled operations. The loose powder is 
molded to shape under pressure in specially designed dies. The pressures 
applied during molding commonly range from 10,000 to 200,000 pounds per 
square inch. The allowed shape of the powder briquette is limited only 
by the ingenuity of the die designer and the flexibility of the press 
available. \ The powder compact is called 0 green" when it is in the 
as-pressed condition. It has sufficient strength in the green condition 
to maintain its dimensions, but it is weak and friable and subject to 
possible crumbling and breakage at sharp edges and corners. The 
transition from loose powder to green compact is seen to be the first 
major change in the state of the powder. 
Serious thought has been given to the relation between cor~action 
of the powder and the subsequent sintering and explanations of the effect 
of compaction on the powder and its influence on subsequent sintering 
. . 10 11 12 13 have been suggested by several 2nvest2gators. ' ' ' 
lOF. Sauerwald, z. anorg. allgem. Chern. 122, 277 (1922) 
11c. J. Srnithells, W. R. Pitkin and J. W. Avery, J. Inst. Metals 38, 85 
(1927) 
12w. 'Z. Trzebiatowski, Phys. Chern. B24, 75 (1934) 
13R. P. Seelig, THE PHYSICS OF POW'DER METALLURGY, edited by W. E. Kingston 
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New .York, . l951) 344 
11 
The earliest suggestions proposed that melting and welding took 
place between the powder particles.l4,l5 The details of the welding v-rere 
that interparticle friction during compacting generated areas vli th 
energy levels high enough to cause localized melting between the particles. 
The particles then supposedly fused together through the molten zone. It 
was shown by Jones16 that this series of events was not a necessary 
condition for the occi.Jrrence of trans-surface bonding at room temperature 
between massive bodies. He discusses the results of several experiments 
which indicate that significant cohesion can occur at room t emperature 
between cleaned surfaces of glass, freshly cleaned surfaces of mica, or 
other materials. 
Hore advanced ideas13,l6, 17 that were based on studies of 
intermetallic friction soon followed. It was suggested that during the 
compacting operation, the pressing forces drive one particle past another 
>~th typical intermetallic friction at their interface. The friction 
effect of the particles on each other is to tear their sharpest ridges, 
each with its covering film of OAJrgen, and expose clean metal underneath. 
TI1e freshly exposed metal surfaces in direct contact qtdckly adhere and 
the particles are bonded together. The agglomeration of all the particles 
13R. P. Seelig, THE PHYSIGS OF POlrlDER I'!fETALLURGY, edited by 1i. E. Kingston 
(HcGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Nevr York, 1951) 344 
14c. Hardy, Hetal Progress 35, #2, 171 (1939) 
15o. Durst, Hetal Progress 51, 97 (1947) 
16
w.r. D. Jones, PRINCIPLES OF PO~"JTIER ~1ETALLURGY (Eduard Arnold & Co., 
London, 1937) 
17P. Schwarzkopf, PCJ;mER }1ET.ALLTJRGY (The I'1a.cMillan Co., New York, 1947) 
12 
during briquetting can be explained by considering this action to be 
extended through the Hhole volume of po\•rder. The known weakness of the 
green compact is explained by acknovrledging that the areas exposed by 
the f' rictional tearing are very small, and thus they can ·only support 
light loads • 
. Although these thoughts were accepted to some degree , they were 
not considered to be a sufficient condition to explain simultaneously 
the strength of the green briquettes vrhen compared with loose powder and 
the weakness when compared with sintered compacts. The lack of acceptance 
is based on the differences between the yield strength and fracture 
strength of the ductile metals. The yield strength of a ductile metal is 
on the order of 50% of' the fracture strength. The low yield strength 
would allow appreciable deformation of the interacting particles before 
the initiation of' rupture -vrould occur, provided the applied load i-tas 
sufficient to enable the yield stress to be exceeded. This point is 
raised since in common practice the applied pressing loads are below the 
yield point . 
The most likely description of the events occurring during the 
application of pressure to form the compacts is also the least complex. 
l'Jhen porrder is put into a compacting die, the particles are also randomly 
distributed with respect to the direction of application of the applied 
loads. ~Ihen the compacting pressure is applied, a force couple is 
established about a mutual contact point of the two adjacent particles 
and a turning motion of one particle with respect to the other would be 
initiated. The rotation would continue until the two particles would 
have a rigid mechanical contact between them and the couple be 
13 
counterbala~ced. A further feature of this action is the possible 
disruption in the area of contact of intervening films of gases that 
would tend to interfere with bondir~ during sintering. Thus increased 
surface areas of the powder particles are in intimate metallic contact 
and may bond more readily during sintering. Although the particles may 
have direct metallic contacts, the occurrence of intermetallic bonds at 
room temperature has a low incidence. Evidence of this description of 
the compacting action has been obtained in the personal experience of 
the author dtiTing unpublished investigations on the friability of green 
compacts . It has been observed that a green con~act may be easily 
pulverized to a. powder with essentially the same distribution of particle 
size frc:tctions as the original powder from which the compact was 
pressed, indicating that i nterparticle bonding did not occur to a 
sigP~ficant extent. 
D1~ing the application of the cor~a.cting load, the simple rotational 
motion may be accompanied by a relative translation betw-reen two particles 
by sliding. The evidence for the occtrrrence of sliding is the often 
obser<red reduction of the r equired compacting pressure upon the addition 
to the powder of any one of the common lubricants. The relative 
translation betv.reen particles is the only interparticle action that can 
be affected by the presence of a lubricant. Thus, it may be seen that 
.the primary effect of compacting is to produce a very close mechanical 
packing aPn interlocking of the particles. Such strength as the green 
compact may have would come from interparticle friction acting in 
opposition to the forces which are errq;:>loyed in the strength test and 
cause separation of the particles and rupture of the compact. The 
14 
pressed compact is thus seen to be a block of particles in close 
mechanical packing and essentially Nith only a very limited number of' 
interparticle regions having metallic bondL~g. 
The packing density which may be attained in a cornpact is dependent 
upon the pressure Hhich has been applied. The packing density of ·t,he 
loose powder is determined by filling a known volu..me >vith the pouder. 
The calculated density of material filling the volume is called the 
apparent density of the po1vder. The apparent density is sensitive to 
the porosity, size, and shape of the particles. The apparent density is 
low for coarse particles, higher for medium size particles, and low again 
for fine particles which pack very loosely. The addition of f;ne 
particles to a fixed number of coarse particles increases the apparent 
density as the fine ones occupy the interstices bet"tveen the coarse 
particles. The nominal range of the apparent density of most powders is 
from 205b to 40% of the bulk density of the solid metal. The apparent 
density of a powder is used to calculate the die volume required to form 
a compact of a given weight. 
As the pressure is applied during briquetting, the volume occupied 
by the powder is decreased and its packing density increased. The 
density of the green compact may range from 607; to 90/b of the solid 
metal density. In spite of the high density to 1.rhich a green compact 
may be pressed, its maximum strength before sintering might be only as 
high as 10~~ of . the strength of the solid metal. The lovl strength of the 
green compacts is taken as confirmation of: the absence at interparticle 
contacts of any signif:icant formation of metallic bonds.. Further 
confirmation is evidenced by the increase in strength obtained in green 
1.5 
compacts with the admixture of a lubricant in the powder prior to 
pressing, since the lubricaht effect may at best only be interference 
1nth the formation of metallic bonds at interparticle contacts. A more 
extensive discussion of the effects vJhich occur in briquetting powders 
is beyond the scope of this paper. 
The loads and forces applied to the powder during compacting and, 
in some cases, the rate of load application, influence the subsequent 
sintering. The sintering step is the most important single factor i n 
bonding the particles and controlling the final properties of the 
material. The sintering step may be viewed as the combination of a 
time-temperature cycle of heating rate, holding temperature and time, 
and cooling rate. The green compact is heated to a sui table sintering 
teJT!Perature, approximately 75% of t he melting point, under a protective 
atmosphere. The optimum protective atmosphere for most metals is a 
reducing gas such as hydrogen,5,l7,lS dissociated ammonia, or carbon 
monoxide. Those metals which are very sensitive to contamination by 
ambient gases or whose oxides are not readily reduced are sintered under 
vacuQ~. Some of the metals that require a vacuum are zirconium, titanium, 
tantalum, chromium and the transuranium metals. The compact may be 
raised in temperature as rapidly as furnace conditions permit, but slowly 
enough so that no cracks are caused by thermal expansion. The heating 
rate, the sintering temperature and holding tLme are established by 
5c. G. Goetzel, TREATISE ON PO'i',tDER I•lETALLDRGY (Interscience Publishers, Inc., 
New York, 1950) . Vol. I and II · 
17p. Sch"1arzkopf, POI'VDER r·'IE T.ALL1.JRGY (The 11acl'fillan Go., New York, 1947) 
18
c. B. Jordan and P. Duwez, Trans. AI~ffi: 18.5, 96 (1949); 188, 943 (1950) 
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experience and dictated in each case by the properties required of 
the sintered products. 
When the sintering treatment has been completed, the piece is 
cooled from the furnace ten:rperature while still under the protective 
atmosphere. The sintered part is not removed frmn the protective 
atmosphere until it has cooled vrell below the temp era ture of rapid 
oxidation~ Several types of post-sintering operations may be 
performed • .5, 17 Each of these has been developed to attain improvements 
of specific properties of the sintered material. Among the more 
commonly employed practices are: irrpregnation of the residual pores 
with liquid metal to increase the mechanical strength and called 
infiltrat.ion; coining or repressing to increase the strength and 
ductility and to improve the dimensional accuracy; impregnation of the 
pores with an oil or wax to prevent corrosion and oxidation; and 
surface coating treatment to protect the matrix material. Each of these 
is highly specialized and detailed discussion of them is beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
These few lines have presented a brief glimpse of the major steps 
:Lnvolved in the preparation of specimens from powders. An effort has 
been made to point out the dependence of the conditions employed 
throughout the complete series of operations upon empirical findings 
determined to resolve the problems encountered in the development of the 
field. The broad range of products covered by powder technology has been 
'c. G. Goetzel, TREATISE ON POimER NETALLURGY (Interscience Publishers, 
Inc., Ne-w York, 1950) Vol. I and II 
17P. Schwarzkopf, P01riDER NETi..LLURGY (The Macl1illan Co., New York, 1947) 
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one of the major contributing factors to the absence of a general 
hypothesis explaining the phenomena participating in the process. Each 
organization active in the field has arrived at different methods for 
the solution of similar problems. The differences in methods introduce 
an excessive number of parameters into the problem. The influence of 
the parameters have yet to be integrated into a single self-consistent 
theory which would permit the prediction of the conditions to be employed 
in new situations. It is appreciated that such a theory is needed in 
the fieldl9 and increasing emphasis is being placed upon fundamental 
research. The major effort r~s been concerned with the sintering itself, 
since this step is basic to the whole field. 
Several hypothetical mechanisms have been suggested as a result of 
the research activity which has been conducted. 2 The mechanisms 
proposed may be grouped into three classes of behavior. The classes are 
evaporation-condensation, atomic diffusion processes and bulk flow 
processes. 
The diffusion hypotheses are based on the mobility of individual 
atoms at elevated temperatures as are present in sintering. Two diffusion 
paths have given separate consideration: in one case the path is 
believed to occur over the surfaces of crystals and particles and is 
called surface diffusion; in the other called volume diffusion, the path 
is held to occur through the interior of crystals, crossing intraparticle 
crystal boundaries. 
2R. F. Walker, J • . ~;m. Ger. Soc. 38, 187 (1955) 
l9w. E. Kingston and G. HUettig, THE PHYSICS OF POwDER ¥£TALLURGY, edited 
by W. E. Kingston (McGraw-rlill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1951) 1 
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The bulk flow hypothesis holds that small volumes of atoms move as 
a group, as the material becomes more and more plastic at increasing 
temperatures. Bulk flow may occur by either oftwo characteristic types: 
viscous or Newtonian flow and plastic or Bingham flow. The two types 
are distinguished from each other by the magnitude or existence of a 
critical internal shear stress or yield point whi~h is zero in case of 
viscous flow. The flow occurring is held to be proportional to the 
excess of the internal shear stress above the yield point. 
The first systematic studies of the phenomena active during 
sintering were conducted by Sauerwald and his co-workers during the early 
1920's. Since that time, many properties have been investigated and 
many ideas have been proposed to explain the observations. In 1946 
Rhines20 prepared an all-inclusive list of observations which had been 
reported to that time on the sintering of powder. Several symposia have 
been held for the interchange of thoughts by investigators in the field. 
The various opinions which are expressed undergo constant revision and 
modification in keeping with the most recent observations on powder and 
the developments in the basic concepts of solid state physics and 
metallurgy. Nevertheless, it is readily acknowledged in the field19 
that despite these efforts neither an accurate description of the 
phenomena participating in sintering nor an explanation of their 
influence and behavior has been established to this time. The following 
paragraphs will present a review of the work of the major workers in the 
l9w. E. Kingston and G. Huettig~ THE PHYSICS OF P~IDER ~ffiTALLURGY, 
edited by '-l· E. Kingston (r1cGraw-Bill Book Co., Inc., Nevl York, 1951) 1 
20F. N. Rhines, Trans • . AIME 166, 474 (1946) 
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field which had led to the growth of the several hypotheses which have 
been proposed. 
It was in 1922 that Sauerwald with a group of co-workers initiated 
the publication of a series of papers on studies they conducted during 
the following quarter century. The papers reported on their observations 
starting 1-r.i th the grain growth of povrders, 10 effects of cold -v.rorking 
due to compacting on powder base materials, 21 consideration of the forces 
between metallic surfaces in sintered material, 22 nature of the adhesion 
forces between oxide surface~23 preliminary experiments on the comparison 
between the strengths of hot pressed and sintered pov7der compacts, 24, 2.5 
the study of crystallization occurring in powder systems, 26 and a 
discussion of elementary processes of sintering.27,28 The earliest 
paper10 reported the temperature at which grain growth was observed to 
initiate in a met allographic examination of as-pressed powders. 
Sauerwald observed that the temperature at which the grain growth 
initiated was seemingly independent of the compacting pressure employed 
in forming the specimen but ~~as distinct for each metallic composition 
1
°F. Sauerwald, Z. anorg. allgem. Chem. 122, 277 (1922) 
21F. Sauerwald, z. Elektrochem. 29, 79 (1923) 
22F. Sauerwald and E. Jaenichen, Z. Elektrochem. 30, 17.5 (1924) 
23 
F. Sauerv1ald and G. Elsner, ·z. Elektrochem. 31, 1.5 ( 192.5) 
24F'. Sauervralcl and J. Hunczek, z. MetalJlcunde 21, 22 (1929) 
25F'. Sauerw·ald and St. Kubik, 'Z . Elektrochem. 38, 33 (1932) 
26F. Sauenvald and L. Holub, z. Elektrochem. 39, 7.50 (1933) 
27F'. Sauervlald, Metallwirtschaft 20, 649, 671 (1941) 
28F. Sauerv1ald; Kolloid Z. 104, 144 ( 19 43 ) 
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studied. He concluded that no plastic deforrr~tion of the particles 
takes place in fanning the g reen cortq:)act. He came to this conclusion 
because of his prior assumption that if such deforrration were to take 
pla.ce under the application of pressure, its effect would appear as a 
reduction in the initial temperature of the occurrence of grain growth. 
Jonesl6 analyzes the conclusion in an effort to obtain correspondence 
between Sauerwald's interpretation and objections to it raised by later 
investigators, na~ely Smithells, Pitkin, and Ave~1 and Trzebiatowski . l 2 
In later papers, Sauerv;ald acknowledged the influence of the compacting 
lav7s on the powder systems, but he placed much less emphas~s upon the 
effect attributed to the pressure than did several of the other 
investigators. It must be recognized that Sauerwald 's ideas were 
initiated at a time when X-ray ~iffraction techniques were only 
beginning to be employed and the crystallographic and metallurgical 
concepts governing the interpretation of experimental evidence were not 
as v-rell defined nor as 1-vell confirmed as t hose of today. r!Iany 
assumptions had to be made in support of the basic concepts of the time 
that are no longer considered valid. As Sauerwald's 1r~rk continued, he 
extended his studies of the effect of pressure to show that 3 ranges of 
pressure need be considered as present. In his first paper, Sauerwald 
set up a dis tinction between the adhesion of the powder particles and 
the crystallization and grain growth phenomena which occurred after 
11c. J. Smithells, 'L'T. R. Pitkin and J. W. '.Avery, J. Inst. Metals 38, 8.5 
(1927) 
l2w. z. Trzebiatowski, Phys. Chern. B24, 7.5 (1934) 
l~~r. D. Jones, PF.INCIPLES OF Pmv"DER :tv1ETALLURGY (Edward .Arnold & Co., London, 
1937) 
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adhesion. His ideas expressed in his first paper were that the adherence 
between the particles was only important in that it brought the particles 
into close metallic contact so that grain growth and crystallization 
phenomena could more readily occur, rather than being fundamental to the 
formation of any strong bond of its o"''n accord. In his later work, 
however, Sauerl<Tald placed increasing errphasis on the importance of 
adhesion in the sintering mecha..Tlism. As Schwarzkopf29 later points out 
in discussing the prerequisites for adhesion, however, the concepts of 
surface mobility, lattice interchange of atoms and other processes 
commonly considered characteristic of the recrystallization mechanism 
are freely employed by Sauerwald in his description of adhesion. 
The objections raised to Saue~rald's ideas by Smithells, Pitkin 
and Ave~ were based on their studies conducted on the pressing and 
sintering of tungsten. They found from their experiments that the 
sintering or rather grain growth was initiated at decreasing terrperatures 
with increasing compacting pressure. This was in direct opposition to 
the observations reported by SauerwaldlO who stated that the grain growth 
temperature for tungsten was fiXed or was in a very narrow temperature 
range at about 2500 to 2700°C. However, it should be noted that the 
evidence on which both Sauerwald and the Smithells group based their 
observations was the interpretation of photomicrographs. Even today 
many questions of interpretation are unresolved since phenomena observed 
10 ( F. Sauerwald, z. anorg. allgem. Chern. 122, 277 1922) 
11c. J. Smithells, w. R. Pitkin and J. W. :Avery, J. Inst. Hetals 38, 85 
(1927) 
29 
P. Schwarzkopf, Powder Het. Bull.: _2, 74 (1948); _2, 4 (1950) 
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microscopically are attributed to any single mechanism only with great 
difficulty. 
In an extended theoretical study of the powder metallurgy process, 
Bal'shin30,31 advanced a n~ber of new concepts in the field. He derived 
a linear relation between the logarithm of the pressure an~ the volume of 
the compact for ideal cases. He recognized that, in practice, the results 
disagree with the predictions of his compacting theory and accordingly its 
validit y may be considered questionable. He attributed the deviation to 
t he physical properties and pressing characteristics of the powders and to 
the pressing conditions employed. Several of his ideas on sintering were 
in direct opposition to Sauerwald's. He attributes to the presence of an 
impurity film in intercrystalline 'boundaries and on particle surfaces the 
cause for the weakness of forces between particles and a fundamental 
reason for the presence of residual pores in the sintered compact. 
Bal'shin distinguished three processes taking place during 
sintering: change in the orientation of the powder particles, change in 
the shape of the particle and the agglomeration of groups of particles. 
He considers the principle factors in sintering to be plastic 
deformation, recrystallization and grain growth. Bal 1shin made a very 
strong effort to distinguish between forces which promote sinteri ng and 
those which tend to retard sintering. By employing the concept of 
groups of forces acting in consort, he was able to explain different 
30r.r. Y~. Bal 1shin, Vestnik l.fetallopromishelenn~sti: 16, #17 ~ 87 (19_36); 
16, #18, 82 (1936); 16, #18, 91 (1936); 18, d2, 12~(1938J; 18, #4, 89 
TI938) (Henry Brutcber Translations, .NoS: 1359, 1452, 1523,-r573, 16oO) 
3lr1. Yu. Bal 'shin~ J. Te.ch~ Phys. USSR !§_, 1179 (1948) (Henry Brutcher 
Translation No. 2227) 
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sintering phenomena observed in the case of powder particles With 
differences in particle size, e. g., in the case of large powder 
particles, intraparticle recrystallization becomes predominant while in 
t he case of fine powders, selective recryst allization bet~oreen particles 
is considered to occur. 
About the same time that · Bal 1 shin was publishing his "tvork in Russia, 
Jones16 in England became the author of the first book on powder 
metallurgy. The entire field from the preparation of t he potvder to 
specialized engineering applications w,as reviewed. In his description 
of the sintering process, Jones was the 1·irst to point out the f allacy 
, • 
that sintering is dependent on either a liquid phase, as had been 
claimed earlier, or on a crystallographic transformation as had also 
been claimed. He, in a broader fashion than Bal'shin, established the 
concept that groups of f orces participate in sintering and t he resultant 
between those that favor sintering and those that retard it contribute to 
the observed results. Jones points out that the favorable sintering 
forces are the normal cohesive forces of the metal lattice. Because of 
the decreasing strength of materials tvith increasing tenperatures, it is 
appreciated t hat the lattice cohesive f orces are reduced at elevated 
telT!Peratures • . Ho;,.rever; Jones points out that the forces Hhich tend to 
interfere with sintering, either decrease at a faster rate or are 
completely eliminated at the sintering temperature. Hence, there is a 
net positive force conducive to sintering that explains t he increase in 
strength and solidification of powder systewB. It was Jones who first 
16w. D. Jones, PRINCIP.LES OF P01®ER HETALIDRGY (Edward Arnold & Co., 
London, 1937) 
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recognized that the increasing plasticity of' crystalline materials with 
increasing temperature might contribute to sintering at elevated 
temperatures. Balke,32 in 1941, proposed a mechanism f'or sintering 
whi ch has since become known as the "zipper mechanism.• As the name 
implies, this mechanism claims that under the action of surface tension 
f'orces crevices formed during colJ!Pacting of the powder are smoothed over. 
The surf'ace tension f'orces enlarge t he contact areas during sintering by 
ef'f'ectively closing the gap as a zipper closes material, and in this 
way , the shriru(age of the entire powder n~ss is explained. Ballce, in 
agreement with Jones, finds that the main effect of an increase of the 
sintering temperature is to increase the plasticity of the metal and in 
his case permit the surface tension forces to operate more readily. 
Dawih1,33,34 beginning in 1941, submitted an hypothesis which 
included ideas of both Jones and Sauerwald. His ideas were primarily 
obtained by close observation of the shrinkage ,,;hich occurs during 
sintering. DaWihl believed that the forces causing bonding and the 
shrinkage during sintering had t heir origin in the unsaturat ed molecular 
bond existing at the external surfaces of the powder particles, and it 
was his feeling that these are fundamentally the same forces which 
contribute to the strength observed in cast material. He made the 
further observation that since the strength of all materials decreases 
With increasing t emperature, as Jones pointed out, t he same must happen 
32c. C. Balke, Iron Age 147, #16, 23 (1941) 
-3~f. DaWihl, Stahl und Eisen 61, 909 (1941) 
3" :.-. ( 44) '-<W Dawihl and ""VJ. Rix, Metalllrunde ].£, 197 19 
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Wi. th the sintering forces. However, experience has shown that the 
strength of metal powder systew$ is increased by bringing them to 
elevated telli>eratures, and, accordingly, Dawihl concluded that the 
reason sintering does not occur at low temperatures is th~t interfering 
films such as adsorbed or chemically combined gases were present and 
these are eliminated at higher tenperatures. 
On a theoretical basis, Dawihl disagreed with Bal'shin for .the 
explanation of shrinkage based on the idea that shrinkage occurred 
primarily because of the improved packing · corrlition of the atoms and 
the particles constituting the specimen under study. Mechanisms which 
occur such as recrystallization, transformation and grain growth 
contribute to improved packing of the atoms in each particle and of the 
particles in the specimen, and thus lead to the shrinkage wluch is 
observed in the experimental investigations. Dao-rihl emphasizes that 
the influence of high temperature increases the mobility of the atoms 
and results in a decrease of particle irregularity~ so allovring the 
particles to slip into closer packed arrangements. 
i!t about the same time that Sauerwald's activity was coming to a 
conclusion, ffuettig and his co-workers35,36 began publishing the results 
of the investigation by his group on the behaviOr of powders in 
sintering. They studied the effect of temperature on many physical and 
chemical properties considered to be affected by the sintering of metallic 
35G. F.- Huettig, Kolloid Z.: 94, 137, 258 (1941); 97, 227, 281 (1941); 
98, .6, 263 (1942) - •. . -
36G. F. Huettig, K • .iAdlassnig and O. Fogler~ THE PHYSICS OF POWDER 
METALLURGY, edited by V.T. E. Kingston (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
New York, 1951) 180 
l 
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and cera~tc powders. The materials investigated by Huettig 1s group 
included t.he metals copper, iron, tin, lead, gold, nickel, molybdenum, 
tungsten and aluminum. Among the nonmetallic materials investigated by 
the group were the following oxides: ferrous and ferric, alpha aluminum, 
zinc, beryllium, cuprous and cupric. The behavior of sodium chloride, 
glass and organic material was also investigated. The physical 
properties studied on these materials i ncluded electrical properties, 
solubility, in nitric acid, absorption of methanol vapor, capillary 
volume, pycnometric density, bulk volume and moisture content for 
several of the powders. He included in the compilation of data his 
own work and the results of Sauerwald, Trzebiatowski and other prior 
investigators. Huettig established in sintering the concept of the 
temperature factor, with values from zero to unity, as the ratio 
betvJ'een the specific temperature at lvh; ch the phenomenon is occur-ring 
in a material and the melting point of the material when measured on 
the absolute scale. Huettig interpreted his own results and those 
previously recorded by others in terms of the temperature factor. He 
found that independent physical processes were dominant in each of 
several characteristic ranges of the value of the temperature factor. 
A very strong effort was made to associate the processes participating 
in the sintering mechanism with the temperature factor. The results 
were reported by correlating the properties of the powder specimens with 
the temperature ranges to which they were heated. 
The distinct temperature ranges, as expressed by Huettig 's 
temperature factor, may be described briefly as follows: the first is 
from zero to 0.23. This is defined as the region for adhesion at lowest 
temperatures determined merely by adherence of the particles to each 
other. This is essentially the adherence obtained in packing or 
COIJ'1Pacting of the powder particles, and rn.ay cause a slight reduction 
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in the surface area available for adsorption of an ambient atmosphere, 
but with no significant sintering occurring. The second temperature 
range is from 0.23 to 0.36. He finds that this is the range in which 
surface diffusion is very significant, claiming that the surface 
diff'usion results in the reduction of the particle surfaces by 
rearrangement of surf'ace atoms or molecules and elimination of adsorbed 
gases. The third ten:perature range is from 0.33 to 0.4.5, which is a 
slight overlap of the second range. It is claimed that this is the 
zone in which grain boundaries move by growth of one crystal at the 
expense of the others, and in ivhich, as he has pointed out, the 
growing crystal is not necessarily the largest. It is also claimed 
that the surfaces of the particles are deactivated because the relocation 
of a surface atom or molecule is stopped since all the atoms are 
believed to have attained stable positions. He also points out the 
adsorptive capacity decreases markedly. The f ourth temperature range, 
0.37 to 0 • .53, which essentially covers the whole of the third range, 
is the time in which lattice diffusion occurs and the atoms move 
throughout the entire cross section of the crystal composing the 
particles. He believed that in this range, the thermal energy activated 
the interior of the crystal so that any dissolved gases lvi thin the 
crystal were expelled or, more likely, diffused out of the crystal. He 
also points out that it is in this range that strong bonding tendencies 
appear between adjacent particles. In the i'ii'th temperature range, 
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from roughly 0.5 to 0.8, recrystallization and grain growth are 
dominant v1i th recrystallization being complete at the higher end of 
the temperature range. His sixth and final temperature range is from 
0.8 to 1.0 and he described this as the period of excessive grain 
growth and points out the possibility of the occurrence of nucleation 
centers for the subsequent melting at temperatures over 1.0. 
After ten years of intensive work on his own part, to say nothing 
of the extensive work carried out in thirty years by the many other 
people studying this problem, Ifuettig19 in his joint paper With 
Kingston presented at the Bayside Symposium in 1949, asserts that one 
of the chief factors for the failure of understanding the sintering 
mechanism is the lack of attention paid by many research workers to 
the latest concepts available in solid state physics. They emphasize 
the present state of knowledge by the very positive statement 
"Although much intensive work has been carried out by many 
researchers on the various individual phenomena involved 
in the powder metallurgy processes, to date no entirely 
acceptable theoretical treatment has been advanced to 
explain the mechanisms by which metal powders are 
transformed into homogeneous sintered bodies." 
Wretblad and Wulff,3 in 1942, proposed as the motivation for 
sintering the ordinary interatomic bond found in the lattice. They 
proposed as did Jones and Dawihl that the adhesion bonds may be 
formed at room temperature. They suggest that the major effect at 
elevated temperatures may be attributed to the enlargement of the contact 
3p. E. Wretblad and J. Wulff, POWDER METALLURGY, edited by J. Wulff 
(Am. Soc. Metals, Cleveland, Ohio, 19~.2) 36 
19vl. E. Kingston and G. Huettig, THE PHYSICS OF POWDER HETALLURGY 
edited by W. E. Kingston (McGraw-Hill Book Co., ~nc., New York, 1951) 1 
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area between the particles as the result of surface diffusion and 
plastic deformation. It was their opinion that diffusion at temperatures 
below the recrystallization temperature of the metal would be slow and 
~rould not involve the movement of atoms over long distances. They paid 
particular attention to the transfer of material into and away from 
interparticle pores. In their opinion, the better explanation of the 
driving mechanism for the material transport was by internal stress 
and they concurred with Jones and Bal'shin on the assumption that the 
stresses interfering with sintering must decrease more rapidly than the 
cohesive strength of the material at elevated temperatures. They 
concluded their considerations by pointing out that in sintering, which 
involved the movement of a significant amount of material, the diffusion 
process has not been shown to be fast enough to account for all the 
transferred material. It is their belief that atomistic diffusion should 
be considered in conjunction with macroscopic flow by plastic deformation 
with both contributing to the formation of new sinter bonds. 
Objections to the ideas of wretblad and Wulff were pointed out by 
Rhines20 w~o emphasized_ that although their suggestions for the 
spheroidization of pores might be satisfactory, the same mechanism could 
not also explain the shrinkage of pores which is reported in every 
metallographic study. He also found it difficult to accept their 
suggestion that plastic flow made a significant contribution to sintering, 
preferring instead to ,believe that diffusion was more probable. Rhines 
used as a basis for advancing his diffusion mechanism the vacancy 
20F. N. Rhines, Trans. Ml1E 166, 474 (1946) 
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migration proposed by Huntington and Seitz.37 There was agreer~nt ~~tl1 
the vacancy migration mechanism from concepts being developed in metal 
physics and expressed by Shaler and his co-workers38,39,40,4l With the 
suggestion that sinteriD~ is less dependent on the particle size and 
distribution than on the size and distribution of the interparticle voids. 
A series of papers, beginning in 1945, by several Russian 
investigators express ideas corresponding to those already described. 
Frenkel42 prepared a mathematical discussion based on the idea that 
sintering is caused by the action of surface tension forces. He showed 
that metallic bodies can behave in a viscous ~nner under the action of 
the surface tension forces, and, in this way, explained cold welding 
and the formation of plane faces on an originally spherical crystal. He 
attributes the viscous flow to the diffusion of individual vacancies of 
atomic dimension. 
Frenkel distinguishes two separate regions in the process. In the 
first, he points out that the contact between adjacent particles increases 
until interconnected porosity of the powder system is blocked, whence 
follows t .he second stage in which the isolated pores are reduced in size. 
Frenkel extended the paper to characteristics of crystalline faces and 
37H. B. Hmtington and F. Seitz, Phys. Rev. 61, 315 (1942) 
38A. J. Shaler and J. Wulff, Phys. Rev.: 72, 79 (1947); 73, 926 (1948) 
_. -
39A. J. Shaler and J. Wulff, Industrial -and Eng. Chern.~' 838 (1948) 
4oA. J. Shaler, Trans. A]}ffi 185, 796 (1949) 
41 . . . . - .. 
fA. W. Postlethwaite and A. J. Shaler, THE PHYSICS OF PO~lDER I1ETALLURGY, 
edited by W. E. Kingston (McGraw-Ilill ~o~k Co., Inc., New York, 1951) 189 
42J. Frenkel, J. Physics USSR 2, 38S (1945) 
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the motion of individual atoms on the surface of the crystal. In a 
further section, he points out tr~t fine metallic powder and thin films 
show a dependence of conductivity on temperature similar to that of 
semi-conductors. ·He theoretically treats the interparticle contact as 
a gap through Which electrons pass by thermionic emission, and discusses 
the dependency of the electrical character on the vlidth of the gap. .An 
experimental study of the relationship bet><reen initial and sintered 
density was conducted by Ivensen~3 He attributed the change in density 
to the elimination of the surface roughness at the interface of a 
particle and a pore. The analysis of the data led to the derivation of 
a parameter of the relative change in density for a given sinter li1g 
treatment, independent of the initial packing conditions. Only limited 
success was achieved in experimental tests of t he reliability of the 
parameter. 
Rhines, 20 in 1946, prepared what may be considered one of the 
major contributions to the understanding of the phenomena observed in 
compacting and sintering of powdered materials. His first effort was 
to prepare a complete listing or surrnnary of the observations vlhich have 
been reported from experiments on the processing of po><1der to that 
time. He points out that some of these observations are apparent 
contradictions of others, but lists as many as are kno-vm. The 
observations are distinguished by groups under topics on the formation 
of a bond at room temperature, the effects on sintering of temperatures, 
2
°F. N. Rhines, Trans • . liiHE 166~ h74 (1946) 
43v. A. Ivensen, J. Tech. Phys. USSR 17, 1301, 1315 (1947) (.Henry Brutcher 
Translations, Nos. 2119, 2120) 
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the effects on s intering of pressure, the effects on sintering of time, 
and the influence of in~urities on sintering. He concludes his 
observations on sintering with the listing of the effect of sintering 
on structure and of the effects of sintering on physical properties. 
In his conclusion, Rhines subwitted a composite theory of sintering 
to explain some of the observations listed in his smrunary with current 
metallurgical concepts. He holds that the initial bond appearing at 
room temperature is identical with the interatomic bond of t he metallic 
crystal and feels that the only difference between the latt er and the 
bonds in sintered material is in the relatively srrall contact area 
joining the particles. He feels that pressure serves to relocate the 
powder part,icles and deform them so that the conformity of their 
opposing surfaces is increased as well. As an additional feature, 
mechanical pressure in the interparticle motion may also break down or 
rupture interfering films of oxide or adsorbed gases which would tend 
to interfere With the formation of metallic bonding . At elevated 
temperatures, the initial point contacts grow and the total void is 
decreased by transport of material by either plastic flow or surface 
diffusion or both acting in conjunction under the driving influence of 
surface tension. The origin of t he surface tension is in the curvature 
of t he particle surfaces and thus t he relative for ces tending to drive 
the particles are highest where the curvatur e is steepest. This 
e)..'1Jlains t he filling of sha.rp contact angles between particles by 
surface diffusion, and the effect of plastic flow i s to bri ng t he 
volumes of adjacent particles into closer cont ac t. He points out that 
either of these mechanisms should accelerate with increasi ng temperature 
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so that the apparent temperature for initiation of sintering would be 
in a relatively narro,.r range. He further suggests th.at the transport 
rate would decrease with increasing time. He makes the further claim 
that either mechanism would be more rapid w~th smaller void dimension 
and both would be retarded by the presence of impurities or gas pressures 
at the interparticle pores. In the composite theory, a strong effort is 
made to explain the growth sometimes observed in the early stages of 
sintering. Since growth has been in the past generally attributed to 
the expansion of adsorbed and dissolved gases in the powder particles, 
Rhines makes the same suggestion for the grol-rth of the powder specimen. 
He also suggests that if the evolution of the gas occurs after the pore 
connections have been closed, the growth can be exaggerated under the 
pressure of the trapped gas which will lead to extensive plastic flow. 
He acknowledged the presence of recovery, recrystallization and grain 
growth and considers them to be normal metallurgical events, except for 
the special influence upon them of specific characteristics of powder 
systems. He continues with an explanation tha.t in the fii'l.al stages of 
sintering, the major changes are caused by volume diffusion fron1 the 
exterior surface of the specimen into the spheroidized pores to decrease 
their size. Again, the claim is that the driving force is the low 
surface tension of the exterior surface and the high surface tension af 
the isolated pores of small dimension \vith their very sharp curvature. 
He claims that the small pores With the highest surface energy will be 
filled more rapidly than the larger pores. He concludes with a plea 
for a critical examination of the logic which he has employed because 
.few of his suggestions have the support of direct evidence. 
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The technique of vacancy mechanism was used again to explain the 
motion or transport of atoms during sintering at the Bristol Coni'erence 
on "The Strength of Solids" by Nabarro.l-1.4 Nabarro, however, sholvs that 
internal stress in a crystal exerts no force on vacant sites or 
42 Lnterstitial ions and, in so doing, showed that the i deas of Frenkel, 
who essentially employed a single atom viscous flow theory, may be 
erroneous . 
Shaler and Wulff38,39 extended the theoretical work of Frenkel by 
including consideration of the influence of f oreign gases on the 
interior and on the ext,erior of the particle system. Their experiments 
and calculations of the rate of volume change observed du.ring sintering 
in uncompacted powder show that neither the evaporation-condensation 
mechanism nor the surface diffusion process can fully account for the 
rate of volume change observed. With the assumption of surface tension 
forces causing the shrinkage of the pores, they calculate t he rate of 
shrinkage of the pores and the effect of entrapped gases. They find 
that t he coefficient of viscosity is of the same order as t hat resulting 
from self- diffusion. In t he firs t group of studies, they only 
considered unpressed copper powder. For t he extension of the studies 
to pressed powders, the main difference vioul d be a reduction in the size 
.of t he interparticle pores and a simultaneous increase in the presstiTe 
of the entrapped gases. 
38iA. . J. Shaler and J. \iulff , Phys . Rev.: 72, 79 (1947); 73, 926 (1948) 
39A. J. Shaler and J. Wulff, I~dustrial and Eng . Chern. 40, 838 (1948) 
42J. Frenkel, J. Physics USSR 2_, 385 (1945) 
44p. N. R. Nabarro, CONFERENCE ON THE STRENG'rH OF SOLIDS, UNIVERSITY OF 
BRISTOL, 1947 (The Physical Society, London, 1948) 75 
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Shaler and ~lulff3B' 39 also explained sintering by an analysis of the 
preferential orientation of interstitial atoms in metal under stress, in 
that stressed vacancy sites have preferential distribution parallel to 
the stress direction, while those perpendicular to the stress direction 
are relaxed for cubic lattiGes. This is an extension of the earlier 
idea that sintering is determined by viscous flow moved by surface tension 
forces. In unique experiments, Udin, Shaler and Wulff 45 measured directly 
the surface tension by the elongation and contraction of fine copper wire 
at elevated temperatures. They interpreted t hese experiments as further 
justification for their hypothesis. 
Kuczynski46,47 ,4B reported, in 1949 , a novel experimental technique 
which he developed for studying the rate of sintering in metals and 
glasses. In an extended series of experiments employing spheres and 
flat surfaces, he studied the change in curvature in the contact region 
bet ween the sphere and the plane surface. He made a similar series of 
experiments for wires and surfaces observing the change in curvature of 
the cylindrical section at the flat plate and studied a.dj oining 1vires in 
order to observe the effects occurring at idealized interparticle pores. 
Kuczynski and his co-workers subsequently extended the experimental 
38
.:& . J. Shaler and J. 1-lulff, Phys. Rev.: 72, 79 ( 1947); 73, 926 (1948) 
39
'1.. . J. Shaler and J. Wulff, Industrial and En.g . Chem. 4o, 838 (1948) 
45H. Udin, A. J. Shaler and J. Hulff, Trans. AD1E 185, 186 (1949) 
46 
G. C. Kuczynski, Trans • . AH'IE 185, 169, 896 (Discussion) (1949) 
47 
G. C. Kuczynski, Phys . Rev . 75, 344 (1949) 
48G. c. Kuczynski, J • .App. Phys . 20, 1160 (1949) 
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technique to additional systems and geometric configurations.49,50,51,52 
On the basis of the experiments, he found that the radius of the contact 
zone between the sphere and the flat plate increased with the sintering 
time and that the radius varied With the nth root of the time. This 
carr~ from an extension of a treatment initially developed by Frenkel. 
According to Kuczynski's calculation, the rate was either the fifth or 
seventh root of the time which he interpreted to mean that viscous flew 
or motion under the action of surface tension forces was not a valid 
transport mechanism. In accordance with his interpretation, a radius 
change to the fifth root of the time signified a volume diffusion 
mechanism, whereas a radius change to the seventh root of the time 
signified a surface diffusion meclhanism. It was his finding that surface 
diffusion occurred only in the case of very small particles. Cabrera 53 
' 
in a more refined calculation, found some question of Kuczynski's results 
and was unable to distinguish between surface and volume diffusion by 
the .derivation. His calculations showed both mechanisms to have a fifth 
root dependence on time, differing only in their coefficients. His 
results predicted that the activation energies would be different for each 
of the processes, in disagreement with Kuczynski. 
49J. H. Dedrick and.~ . Gerds, J. App. Physics 20, 1042 (1949) 
SOB. H. ' lexander and R. Balluffi, Trans. AIME 188, 1219 (1950) 
5lB. H. Alexander, G. C. Kuczynski and M. H. Dawson, THE PHYSICS OF 
POWDER !·fETALLURGY, edited by W. E. Kingston . (HcGraw-Hill Book Co., 
Inc., New York, 1951) 202 
52G. c. Kuczynski, Acta !·1etallurgica _!:, 58 (1956) 
5Jr~. Cabrera, Trans. AIME 188, 667 (1950) 
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M K . s . 4 54, 55,56 r1ac enz2e and huttleworth 2n 19 9 · presented a study of 
sintering l-rhich returned the emphasis to a mechanism of bulk flow. 57 
It was their finding that the rapid increase of density which was 
observed during sintering must require a macroscopic mechanism for the 
material transport. They acknoi1Tledge that the driving force of the 
flow of the material is surface tension. They consider the sintering 
of Newtonian and Bingham solids and find that with the asst'l!lption of 
spherical pores of equal diameter, the Newtonian or viscous model 
cannot satisfactorily explain the results reported in the sintering of 
metals. On the other hand, they find that the experimental data can be 
m.-plained by a Bingham model which has a characteristic yield point. 
Shortly aftervrards Clark and White, 58 and later Cla.rk, Cannon and 
White,59 published the results of their findings on the sintering of 
glasses and oxides of aluminum, magnesimn and chromium. They derived 
a formula based on the flow of material under the influence of capillary 
forces operating at the contact points between particles of an ideal 
system. The formula was applied to the shriru{age curves which were 
obtained in their experj~ental technique. The relative velocity 
constants for shrinkage and the activation energies for the flow mechanism 
54J. K. MacKenzie and R. Shuttleworth, Proc. Phys. Soc. B62, 833 (1949) 
55J. K. }1acKenzie , Proc. Phys. Soc. B63, 2 (1950) 
56R. Shuttleworth, Proc. Phys. Soc.: .A62 , 167 (19L!9); A63, 44h (1950) 
57D. H. Bangham, J. Soc. Glass Technology 31, 264 (1947) 
5Bp. 1-v. Clark and J. irJhi te, Trans. Brit . Ger. Soc. 49, 305 (1950) 
59P. w. Clark, J. H. Cannon and J. 1.Jhite, Trans. Brit. Ger. Soc. 52, 
1 (1953) 
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participating were calculated. They found that in sintering the glass 
does not exhibit a characteristic yield point, but deforms in a viscous 
manner continuously with increasing temperature. On the ot her hBnd, 
aluminum oxide and magnesium oxide were found to exhibit characteristics 
equivalent to a Bingham model with a critical yield point to be exceeded 
before a significant flow occurred. It is to be noted that the 
experiments of Clark and White were carried out on a ceramic powder. The 
novel feature of their work is the interpretation that both sintering and 
shrinkage are to be attributed to the action of capillary forces. In 
their later paper, they extended their investigation to other oxides and 
metallic copper. They compared their results with the prediction of the 
MacKenzie-Shuttleworth technique and their own previous derivation. They 
found a good correlation on the assumption that plastic flow was Bingham-
like in character. They also found that the MacKenzie-Shuttleworth 
formula and their own formula had better correlation at different 
sintering conditions, the former giving better correlation with a high 
degree of shrinkage and their own better at low degree of shrinkage. 
The suggestion of Clark and White was subjected to critical study 
by Allison and Murray,60 who investigated the sintering characteristics 
of calcium and sodium fluoride. The curve calculated f rom the Clark and 
White derivation fitted the experimental points to the lowest porosities 
obtained and even extended beyond the range for which the theory was 
considered valid. They further show that if the calculated curve is 
continued for infinite time, a prediction of negative porosity will 
result. This implies that some other mechanism must become effective 
6oE. B. Allison and P. Hurray, Acta Metallurgica 2, 487 (1954) 
. -
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in order to prevent this physical impossibility. Allison and Murray 
were unable to confirm the ideas of Clark and 1-Jbite and instead suggest 
tha t possibly the suggestion of Kuczynski may be applicable. 
The mechanism proposed by 1-1acKenzie-Shuttleworth was subjected to 
further test by Murray, Rodgers and Williaw$.6l They irwestigated the 
hot pressing characteristics of a number of refra.ctor;y- oxides and they 
relate the result s to the applied pressure and initial conditions of 
t he powder. They find that t heir result s obtained by hot pressing are 
in agreement l-Jith t he prediction of r-1acKenzie and Shuttle>vorth. 
In a recent paper presented at a symposium on the place o:f povrder 
metallurgy in atomic energy, Seigle and Pranatis62 discuss the results 
o:f some observations obtained on the s intering of copper wires :for long 
periods of time. The test technique which they e~loyed is essentially 
an extension of that originally suggested by Kuczynski.46~47 .As a 
result of the ooservations of shrinkage and changes in pore dimensions 
under microscopic studies, they concluded that volume diffusion is the 
rate controlling process in all but the initial stages of sintering in 
con:firmation of the neck growth studies first carried out by Kuc zynski. 
However, in addition to the volume diffusion mechanism, they make a 
special point of emphasizing the significance of t he presence of grain 
boundaries upon sintering rates and the interpretation of this effect by 
46G. C. Kuczynski, Trans. AUJE 185, 169, 896 (Discussion) (1949) 
47a. c. Kuczynski, Phys. Rev. 75, 344 (19h9) 
61P. Murray, E. P. Rodgers and A. E. Williams, Trans. Brit. Cer. Soc. 
53, 474 (1954) 
621. L. Seigle and A. L. Pranatis, Metal Progress 68, #6, 86 (1955) 
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the Nabarro mechanism. It is their feeling that since the theory of 
mass transport at elevated temperatures by diffusion through grain 
boundaries and on free surfaces has been confirmed by a variety of 
experiments, 63 it ought not to be ignored as a possible explana~ion of 
~intering by powder metallurgists, in agreement with Greenough.64 
However, they do cite their observation that the filling of an isolated 
pore seems to stop when the pore is no longer on a grain boundary. 
Surface or grain boundary diffusion has been acknowledged to take a 
significant role in the sintering of metallic powders in recent papers 
by Kuczynski.S2 and by Cizeron and Lacombe,65 even though these 
workers still consider volume diffusion to be the dominant mechanism • 
.S2G. c. Kuczynski, Acta Metallurgica _!!, .58 (19.56) 
63R. E. Hoffman, General Electric Review (March 19.56) 
64A. P. Greenough, Nature 1661 904 (19.50) 
65G. Cizeron and P. Lacombe, Revue de l<fetallurgie zg, 771 (195.5) 
CHAPTER TII 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF THE INVESTIGATION 
The review of the investigations of sintering has disclosed a 
multiplicity of ideas proposed to explain the reasons for the physical 
effects observed. No one of the ideas proposed on the behavior of 
po't-vder compacts as a result of sintering completely explains the 
observations which have been reported and summarized by Rhines.20 
In order that some of the limitations of these ideas may be more 
readily recognized, it would be "'vell to discuss the physical effects 
occurring during sirrt.ering from the most fundamental view. Two 
observations which have been made of sintered materials are reported 
again and again for every series of experiments that is performed. 
These two observations are, respectively, the establishment of physical 
bonds between neighbortng particles initially in mechanical contact and 
the transport of material from one region to another within the system 
of powder particles. 
· The discussion presented in the literature shows only limited 
efforts to make either a strong distinction or relation between the 
processes, e .. g. diffusion, plastic deformation, and grain growth and 
recrystallization, and the causative forces, e.g. interatomic attraction 
and repulsion, surface tension, and mechanical stresses which have been 
variously hypothesized to participate in and contribute to the observed 
effects. There has not been reported any decisive experiment which 
distinguishes between or establishes a correlation for the formation of 
20F. N. Rhines, Trans. liTHE 166, 474 (1946) 
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the physical bonds and the various mechanisms of material transport 
briefly described in Chapter II. Investigators of the problem have been 
forced to e~lOT elementary force concepts, because of the limitations 
of theoretical solid-state physics, to explain the transport of material 
which occurs in the process • . The forces which have been proposed include 
the resultant of the interatomic attractive and repulsive forces of the 
lattice, surface tension forces, and crystallographic transformation and 
recrystallization forces due to the internal .mechanical stresses and 
strai ns. These forces either singly or in consort are considered to 
give rise to the several mechanisms of material transport2 which have 
been considered as participating in sintering. 
The first such mechanism suggested was one of evaporation and 
condensation in. which material is considered to move through the vapor 
phase from an unstable site to a stable site. Complete calculations 
carried out by Shaler and Wulff39 and Roberts66 show that for most 
powders this mechanism is unable to account for the transport rates 
observed. 
A second mechanism which has been proposed is the sur.f'ace diffusion 
of single atoms over the external surfaces of t he particles to stable 
sites from more active sites. It has been claimed that it is i~robable 
that this mechanism can properly account for the observations which have 
h 1 t . . 1 "d d 67 been made, but nevert e ess, i ~s senous y cons~ ere • 
2 
R. F. Walker, J. Am. Cer. Soc. ~' 187 (1955) 
39
.1.. J. Shaler and J. Wulff', Industrial and Eng. Chem. 40, 838 (1948) 
66J. P. Roberts, Metallurgia ~' 123 (1950) 
67G. Zapf, Metaux Corrosion Industria~ 26, 10 (1951) 
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.A third mechanism is the volume or lattice diffusion68 of atoms 
through the interior of the lattice to the surface of an interparticle 
pore to replace vacancies on the pore surface. This idea has been highly 
regarded by many investigators and, until recently, was one of the more 
dominant hypotheses. The volume diffusion mechanism is preferred by many 
investigators because it is considered able to account for the densification 
of the system of powder particles after the initial interconnecting porosity 
has been closed and the residual pores are all isolated. The motion is 
currently considered to occur through a vacancy exchange, although Zener69 
has suggested that volume diffusion of an atom could be effected by means 
- . 
of a ring exchange With neighboring atoms. A major difficulty of this 
hypothesis is its failure to explain the subsequent elimination of 
vacancies from the interior of the crystals into which they have diffused. 
It should be emphasized that the three transport mechanisms 
described above are based on the concept that the motion takes place by 
individual atoms moving relative to their nearest neighbors. 
Two other mechanisms have been proposed which have a similar basic 
characteristic; namely that the material is transported in bulk. That 
is to say, small volumes of atoms move essentially as a unit With little 
relative motion between _the atoms of the group with respect to each other, 
but With a change in the position of the group with respect to more distant 
neighbors. The distinction between the two mechanisms is in the stress 
condition associated with the onset of the motion or flow o.f the 
68p. Duwez, ATOM MOVU1ENTS (Am. Soc. Metals, Cleveland, Ohio, 1951) 
192 . 
69 C. Zener, ~eta Crystallographic a ]., 346 ( 19 50) 
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group of atoms. In one case, the mechanism is viscous or Newtonian flow 
and in t he other, plastic or Bingham flow. In the viscous flow mechanism, 
the motion of the material is considered to have a rate of shear strain 
which is proportional to the internal shear stress, the constant of 
proportionality being the viscosity. In the plastic flow mechanism, the 
distincti.on from visc.ous now is the existence of a yield point so that 
the rate of shear is proportional to the difference between the internal 
shear stress and. the lower. critical shear stress characterized by the 
yield point. 
Continuous efforts are being expended in order to explain the 
discrepancies between each of the respective hypotheses and the reported 
observations. The conditions associated with the mechanism for 
evaporation and condensation are readily recognizable. The vapor 
pressures of materials with moderate and high melting points are low until 
the melting point of the material is .exceeded. Since the sintering 
temperature is commonly about J/4 of the melting point, it is difficult 
to explain atomic transport through a vaporization and condensation 
process. Roberts66 has calculated that even for depressions of radius 
of 100 Angstrom units, an hour is required to deposit a layer of one atom 
thickness. This mechanism might be able, . if the vapor pressure was high 
enough, to account for spheroidization of irregularly shaped interparticle 
pores. Once the pores are spheroidized, every atomic site is at 
essentially the same energy level, and a dynamic equilibrium would be 
e·stablished. Thus, it does not explain the shrinkage of pore volume which 
66J. P. Roberts, Metallurgia !!,g_, 123 (195o) 
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is the corollary of the densification of the compact, since it is not 
possible for the vapor phase to transfer through the solid phase material 
surrounding the pore. 
The mechanism in which bulk transport of material occurs presupposes 
the existence of a residual shear stress in the material, the origin of 
which is unspecified in sintering. If one considers that the sintering 
temperature proceeds to such a high level that the material under study 
becomes plastic, it is understandable that it would deform in a viscous 
manner under the action of the earth's gravitational force and surface 
tension forces which may become significant as the crystals approach 
liquidity on exterior surfaces. The temperatures required to produce 
the plasticity are not normally encountered in sintering practice since 
they are in the range of 90% or higher of the melting point of the 
rna terial. The bulk transport mechanism, however, can be significant 
if, at the sintering temperature, forces can be applied to the specimen 
so that the yield point of the material is exceeded by the applied 
, stress. In this case, however, the phenomenon under discussion is no 
longer sintering as limited by the definition employed in this paper. 
The process is referred to as hot pressing, which is taken to mean the 
application of pressure to the specimen while it is maintained at an 
elevated temperature. This temperature may not be as high as would be 
the temperature of simple sintering, but it is such that the material 
does become plastic under the applied loads. As a final comment on 
the suggestion that sintering occurs through plastic deformation, it is 
well to note that in the review of the theory of plastic behavior of 
solids plastic properties are classified into five groups: slip, 
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twinning, creep, rupture, and fatigue as discussed by Seitz and Read.7° 
No hypothesis of sintering employing plastic effects distinguishes as 
to the relative participation of the several categories. 
The diffusion transport mechanisms, both surface and volume, still 
remain to be compared for their relative applicability to the explanations 
of the phenomena observed. The volume diffusion or intracrystalline 
transport mechanism, as has been said, is considered to occur by means of 
a vacancy exchange which initiates at the surface of a pore and progresses 
into the interior of the lattice. It is claimed that vacancies of atomic 
dimensions, which are the individual structural units of the interparticle 
pores in the compacts, diffuse from the pore into the lattice structure of 
the bounding pow·der particle. They proceed th.rough the lattice of the 
particle with an atom by atom position exchange, so that all the atoms 
in the chain move one dimensional unit into the pore, thus reducing its 
volume. In order to explain what happens to the vacancies as they 
diffuse into the particle, several ideas have been suggested. One is 
that the vacancies migrate through the particles across connecting 
particle boundaries from small internal pores to the large external pore 
surrounding the surface of the specimen. Very strong objections to this 
idea were shown by MacKenzie and Shuttleworth54 among others. The 
major fault is that it is implied that the rate of sintering is then a 
function of the dimensions and geometry of the specimen 'lvhich is not 
54J. K. NacKenzie and R. Shuttleworth, Proc. Phys. Soc. B62, 833 
(1949) 
7°F. Seitz and T • .A. Read, Jour • . App. Physics 12, 100, 170, ~.70, 538 
(1941) 
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consistent with the reported experimental observations. 2 Another 
suggestion is that vacancy traps exist within the interior of the crystal. 
When the traps exceed a critical dimension, they undergo collapse and 
subsequent densification occurs. No experimental evidence has been 
submitted to validate the notion of sudden collapse of the vacan~y traps, 
and the idea may be considered somewhat questionable. A fundamental 
fault with the hypothesis is that vacancies, at temperatures well below 
the sintering range, are known to diffuse out of a crystal and not into 
the crystal as required by the hypothesis . In support of the objection 
to the hJ~othesis, one may cite the recent evidence that vacancies anneal 
out at low temperatures:71 copper, for example, below 0°C and nickel at 
350°C. In view of the similar behavior of iron and nickel, it may be 
assumed that vacancies in iron would anneal out at temperatures of the 
same order. 
Calculations have been made by Kuczynski46 on the rate of sintering 
observed between spheres and plates, taking as the critical parameter of 
sintering the radius of the neck between the sphere and the plate. The 
results of the calculations show that if material transport occurs by 
volume diffusion, the radius of the neck will be proportional to the 
l/5th power of time. Cabrera,53 with more precise calculations, is unable 
to distinguish between volume and surface diffusion, both appearing as 
2R. F. v.ialker, J. ffi.m. Cer. Soc. 38, 187 (1955) 
46a. C. Kuczynski, Trans • . AIHE 185, 169, 896 (Discussion) (1949) 
5~. Cabrera, Trans. AIME 188, 667 (1950) 
711. M. Clarebrough, M. E. Hargreaves and G. W. West, Phil. Mag. 
Eighth Series}, 528 (1956) 
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the fifth root of time with only the coefficient being different. He 
also found the activation energies would differ for the two processes. 
The surface diffusion or intercrystalline transport mechanism is 
considered to occur by the change of atomic positions from one site on 
the surface of a crystal to another. This mechanism appears to be most 
likely of all those discussed for several reasons, some of which have 
been recognized in the past and ' summarized by Rhines20 and others of 
which have .not been appreciated, primarily. because confirmatory evidence 
from other branches of solid-state physics has only recently become 
available.63 The first condition to be considered in support of this 
mechanism is that the atomic sites of highest energy and lowest 
stability in the lattice are found on the surfaces of a crystal. The 
particles themselves, as poly-crystalline aggregates, would have on their 
external surfaces the sites of highest energy and least stability for 
the aggregate as a whole. When the system of particles in a compact 
is brought to the sintering temperature, the sites of initial high 
energy are sufficiently increased in energy so that the atoms which 
occupy them become mobile. The mobile atoms are able to travel along 
the surface of the particle to sites of lower energy with respect to 
adjacent sites on the particle surface. At these locations, which may 
be considered as potential sinks, the mobile atoms would stabilize and 
occupy the appropriate lattice positions. Associated With the conditions 
of high and low energy on the particle surface are the relative degrees 
20F. N. Rhines, Trans. AINE ~, 474 (1946) 
63R. E. Hoffman, General Electric Review (March 1956) 
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of interatomic bonding of the various atoms. The subsequent discussion 
Will show that the atoms occupying the sites with high energy are also 
most exposed geometrically with respect to nearest neighbors. 
In the assumed typical plane surface of a crystal segment of the 
particle, the outermost atoms are bounded in a hemisphere of 
2 ·t' steradians. At the same time, they are unbonded and exposed in the 
mirror hemispher e above the surface, again of 2 '~steradians. A region 
of this type may be considered to have the zero or neutral energy level 
for the surface. 
Those regions on the surface of the crystal containing atoms 
forming peaks or ridges extending above the zero energy plane would 
be regions in which the surface or edge atoms would be bonded through 
much smaller solid angles than the 2'ff steradians of the atoms in the 
zero energy surface. These peaks or ridges have a positive or convex 
curvature with respect to the interior of the crystal. The sites 
constituting the peaks of the surface occupied by the atoms are of 
lower relative stability, and the atoms themselves have higher energy 
than those atoms in the zero energy surface.72,73 
Those regions in the crystal surface which are depressed below the 
level of neighboring zero energy planes appear as pits or valleys in the 
surface of the crystal. These pits and valleys would have concave or 
negative curvature with respect to the interior of the crystal. The 
condition of negative curvature is the one which prevails at the contact 
72c. Herring, Phys. Rev. 82, 87 {19.51) 
73c. Herring, THE PHYSICS OF PO,IDER METALLurlGY, edited by W. E. Kingston 
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., In~., New York, 19.51) 143 
between adjacent particles. If spherical pa.rticles are assumed, the 
contact region above the tangent point between the spheres is cusp-like 
i n character, and, with respect to the surface of the aggregate 
particle composed of the two initially independent particles, it has 
steep negative curvature at the tangent point. Hence, t he tangent point 
is a site of high stability for mobile a toms . In this way, there has 
been shown a geometrical basis for the existence of an energy gradient 
over the surfaces of adjoining particles extending from the high 
positive values present .in regions of convex curvature to negative values 
in regions of concave curvature with the minimum at the zone of 
interparticle contacts. The potent ial gradient present on the surface 
would then be the driving mechanism for moving individual atoms from the 
unstable sites to the stable sites. As the atoms become located in the 
s table sites, they form bonds over angles greater than 2·7( steradians 
I 
with the neighboring atoms in the substrata. These bonds can be formed 
readily with the crystals in the particles on either side of the contact 
zone. This model shows how the atomic transport mechanisms could t ake 
pla.ce and also explains the form'3.tion of interat omic bonds in t he new 
r egion i n which material is located. In addition, the rec~Jstallization 
which is reported to occur and considered to be a major influence in 
sintering may also be explained. If the d egree of misalignment in t he 
crystal habit at the contact zones of the adjacent particles is too 
great, the newly arriving atoms would assume sites of an intermediate 
orientation. The group of atoms in 'the new orientation acts as a stable 
nucleus for the reorientation of the habits of theadjoining crystals, 
as may be the case at the interior of a cusp in the contact region of two 
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particles. Since grain boundaries migrate toward their center of 
curvature, the appearance and gre>vth of a new crystal is observed 74,75 
to occur and consume the former crystals. 
As the mobile atomdeparts from a site, it changes the relative 
stability of the adjacent atomic sties so that atoms in former stable 
positions may become unstable and proceed in the direction of the 
potential gradient on into the interior of the specimen. It would be 
reasonable to expect path lengths of only a fe~v atomic distances at a 
time. Thus, successive individual atoms would be displaced until one 
at the end of the chain becomes located in a stable type site in the 
interior of a region with negative curvature. 
The effect of this model would, in the first instance, be the 
spheroidization of the interparticle pores. This is in keeping with the 
reported observations of events taking place during sintering in which 
the first stage is spheroidization and isolation of interparticle pores. 
There still remains the problem of explaining the shrinkage of the 
isolated pores. The crystalline boundaries and crystallite sub-boundaries, 
which include former interparticle boundaries as well, are surfaces or 
regions with very high concentrations of lattice vacancies and 
dislocations.76 .As such they provide a diffusion short circuit63 for 
63R. E. Hoffman, General Electric Review (March 1956) 
74p. A. Beck, Tiffi PHYSICS OF POWDER METALLURGY, edited by W. E. Kingston 
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1951) 40 
75P. Jt. Beck, 1-'lETAL INTERFACES (Am. Soc. Hetals, Cleveland, Ohio, 1952) 
208 
76F. C. Frank, Phil. Mag. Ser. 7, 42, 8o9 (1951) 
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atoms to proceed to isolated pores and those at the interior of several 
formerly independent crystals. The shrinkage of pores is explained in 
terms of the diffusion of vacancies from the pores along the grain 
boundaries. The vacancies are considered to move a short distance along 
the grain boundaries to nearby capillaries w~~ch are interconnected to 
the external surface. Since the volume concentration of the capillaries 
would be only a function of the . instantaneous packing density, a change 
in the dimensions of the specimen would only cause a corresponding 
change in the total capillary volume but would not affect the 
concentration. Thus, the time required for the vacancies to move to the 
nearest capillaries is unchanged, and hence, the time required for 
sintering is independent of specimen dimensions. This model is consistent 
With the observation that has been reported byWalker2 that the rate of 
sintering is independent of the size and shape of the compact, except 
for the time required to bring the material up to the sintering 
temperature range. 
The preceeding considerations are seen to describe as the hypothesis 
of sintering that the most probable mechanism by which material transport 
may occur is atomic transport along the external surfaces and through 
grain boundaries of crystals, driven by the potential gradient to stable 
sites. 
It can be seen by review of the literature containing the discussions 
of the various theories which have been proposed that no systematic 
experimental studies of the energy of the powder system have been 
2R. F. \ialker, J. h. Cer. Soc. 1_§, 187 (1955) 
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accomplished. Thus it follows that a series of experiments that would 
permit the determination of the changes in energy level of the powder 
system with changes in degree of bonding vlOuld be essential for 
providing new information that would add further insight to the problem. 
There are several potential methods for determining the change in energy 
of the system, among them thermal, mechanical, and electrical methods. 
Essentially most of those methods permit t he determination of the 
average bulk energy content of the material but do not allow the 
determination of energy in the regions at which bonding does occur. It 
seemed that one method v.Jould be sensitive to the energy changes occurring 
in the bonding area. The specific surface energy may be taken as the 
measure of the change in bonding. With increasing bonding between 
particles, the curvature at the contact point decreases and the specific 
surface energy, ~Jhich is directly related to the curvature, should also 
decrease. The critical point in such a series of experiments is 
establishing the test method for measuring the changes in the surface 
energy. The changes in the specific surface energy are measurable in 
terms of the thermodynamic free energy of the ~stem.77 The thermodynamic 
free energy has a constant value for the bulk material and ~~s; in addition, 
a contribution from the surface energy. · The effect of changes in surface 
energy would appear as variations in the total free energy measured. 
The Gibbs-Helmholtz expression relates the electrical potential to 
the thermodynamic free energy: - DF : 0.239 nfE, where .~ F is the change 
in thermodynamic free energy, n is the number of mole-equivalents, f is 
77G. N. Lewis and H. Randall, THERl.WDYNAl.IJ.ICS AND THE FREE ENERGY OF 
CHEMICAL SliBSTANCES (r-icGraw-Hi.ll Book Co., Inc., New York, 1923) 
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the Faraday or 96,500 coulombs, E is the electromotive force or electrical 
energy, and the 0.239 numerical coefficient is the conversion factor 
from energy units of joules to calories. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERU1ENTAL NETHODS 
The principle £or design o£ the test method as discussed in the 
preceding chapter is the linear relationship between electrochemical 
potential and thermodynamic £ree energy. The changes in thermodynamic 
£ree energy indicate the changes in speci£ic sur£ace energy, one o£ the 
primary physical characteristics changing during the sintering process, 
since the energy o£ the .bulk material is unchanged.78,79 The 
electrochemical potential provides a measure o£ and a means £or observing 
the degree o£ sintering between particles. By treating the specimen 
systems o£ particles to di££erent sets o£ conditions, the e££ect o£ 
treatment conditions can be correlated with the decrease in the energy 
content of the system by measurement o£ the electrochemical potential. 
Results of such a series o£ tests should be further correlated With 
other physical properties o£ the sintered specimens, such as mechanical 
strength, metallographic structure and bulk density, to confirm the 
hypothesis presented herein. It is to be appreciated that each chemical 
system or composition would have di££erent energies and bonding 
characteristics depending upon the properties o£ the elements present in 
the samples. However, the principles outlined describe the characteristic 
behavior taking place in any one of these systems. The experimental 
techni que and apparatus which was designed to accomplish these 
measurements wiLl be described in this chapter. 
78w. H. Hampton, J. Phys. Chern. 30, 980 (1926) 
79K. Murata, J. Soc. Chern. Ind. Japan 35 Suppl. Binding, 290 (1932) 
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The prime requirement of the test system was that it measure the 
electrochemical potential of a sintered specimen. The technique selected 
to accomplish the measurement was to use the specimen as one electrode 
of an electrolytic cell. The second electrode of the cell would serve 
as the reference electrode for the entire series of experiments. An 
electrolytic cell composed of the specimen and reference electrodes 
would act as a self-contained sensing element to respond to the 
potential of the sintered material. The voltage developed by the cell 
could be measured by a null-balancing potentiometer circuit based on 
the Poggendorff compensation method.8o,Bl 
The initial requirement imposed on the cell was that the 
electrolyte be reversible with respect to the electrodes. Since the 
research was intended to study the characteristics of iron specimens, 
it was essential that the electrolyte behave reversibly With respect 
to iron. Ferrous chloride is the iron salt selected as the electrolyte 
after the work of Hampton78 and Randall and Frandsen.82 The advantage 
of ferrous chloride, according to these workers, is that the cell: 
Fe, FeCl //Hg Cl , Hg contains no liquid junction potential. 
2 2 2 
The first trial experimental cell . employed ferrous chloride as the 
electrolyte and solid iron and loose packed powdered iron as the 
electrodes. The iron powder was considered as the most extreme state 
7Bw. H. Hampton, J. Phys. Chern. ]Q, 98o (1926) 
00 -
S. Glasstone, INTRODUCTION TO ELECTROO:fl:El'JISTRY (D. Van Nostrand Co., 
Inc • , 19 42) _ . . -
81A. J. de Bethune, Corrosion 2.~ 3.36 (1953) 
82 
M. Randall and }1. Frandsen, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 54, 47 ( 19 32) 
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of particle independence to be encountered in the subsequent series of 
experiments. It was expected that, by employing as electrodes iron in 
the solid and powder· forms, the resulting EMF would be only a function 
of the difference in the energy states of the electrodes and independent 
of the iron itself. Two difficulties were encountered which negated 
the trial. The first was that the electrolyte penetrated through the 
powder by capillary action and in a few minutes came into contact With 
the copper electrode connector in the iron powder, thus changing the 
components of the cell. The second difficulty was that the electrolyte 
was in an air atmosphere and the ferrous chloride transformed to a 
ferric complex, destroying the reversibility of the cell. The 
concurrence of the two difficulties caused readings that shifted 
continuously with time and, hence, were not valid for the potential of 
iron powder. 
In order to overcome the sensitivity of the ferrous chloride to 
oxidation to ferric complexes, it was necessary to establish a controlled 
system with a protective atmosphere. Nitrogen was selected as the inert 
atmosphere. A gas purification train was constructed to remove oxygen 
from available water-pumped tank nitrogen. The apparatus was 
continuously improved, based on the results of an extended series of 
trial runs, until stable life-times exceeding ten days were obtained for 
the ferrous chloride electrolyte in the cell. There is no indication 
of the extended life of the cell beyond the ten days, since no samples 
were tested for longer periods of time. 
The nitrogen purification train, in its final development, 
incorporated the nitrogen supply, a mercury manometer, a mercury surge 
chamber, an acidic chromous chloride and zinc deoxidation tower as 
recommended by Laitenen and reported by Kivalo, 83 gas stream wash 
' 
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bottles of sodium hydroxide, calomel and water in that order, a liquid 
trap, a silica gel drying tower, a combustion furnace loaded with 
molybdenum powder and copper chips, a second drying tower, another 
liquid trap, the electrolytic cell, and an atmosphere trap at the exit 
of the purification train. Additional precautionary features of the 
system included the evacuation and nitrogen nushing of t he electrolytic 
solution to minimize its initial oxygen content and the sealing of all 
joints and connections in the system with coatings common t o vacuum 
technique~. In order to minimize galvanic interaction between the 
specimen electrode and its support in the cell, special electrode 
supports were made of commercially pure iron. The cell was maintained 
in a constant temperature bath with a temperatttre fluctuation of 
± O.l°C, controlled by a J-tube mercury and xylene thermostat. 
The combustion furnace loaded with molybdenum powder and copper 
chips was installed in the system to maximize the oxygen removal from 
the gas stream. Fine molybdenum powder w-ras used because copper ~oras 
only partially ef fective. Molybdenum was selected because it undergoes 
catastrophic oxidation at temperatures above 550°C. 1rlith its extremely 
high rate of oxidation, t he molybdenum acts as an oxygen sink and 
deoxidizes the gas stream most effectively. The fine molybdenum po1~er 
was mixed '~th copper chips which were intended to prevent the 
molybdenum powder from packing and blocking the combustion tube. In 
83p. Kivalo, Thesis, D. Sc. Abo Technical Academy, Helsinki, Finland (1954) 
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order to be certain that the molybdenum powder would be effective, the 
furnace temperature was maintained above 65o°C. When the nitrogen gas 
strean1 was passed th~ough the hot molybdenum powder after preliminary 
deoxidation in the chromous chloride, the electrolytic cell was 
stabilized against oxygen for periods exceeding ten days. 
The concentration of ferrous chloride was changed from 0.001 
molar to 0.01 molar and again to 0.1 molar82 at which level it was 
standardized for the tests. The concentration was adjusted to stabilize 
the behavior of the electrolyte. At ambient temperatures, the number of 
water molecules that dissociate to hydroxyl and hydrogen ions is fixed, 
and the residual free oxygen content is also fixed. The number of 
ferrous ions that can transform to a ferric complex is consequently 
limited. In a very dilute concentration of an iron salt, the ratio of 
ferrous to ferric ions can be low. As the concentration level of the 
iron is raised in the solution, the ratio of ferrous to ferric ions 
increases, since the allowed number of ferric ions is fixed by the 
conditions in the solvent. Now the ideal behavior of ferrous ions can 
be more closely approached and more reliable measurements will be 
obtained. 
In order to establish techniques, two groups of material were 
employed as preliminary electrodes. One group consisted of identical 
pieces of commercially pure iron cut from adjacent areas of a single 
bar. In this way, the nor~Bl piece-to-piece variation in chemical 
composition and distribution, structural characteristics and grain size 
were minimized. The other group consisted of unsintered compacts of 
82 M. Randall and M. Frandsen, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 2!±, 47 (1932) 
the high purity iron powder, manufactured by decomposition of iron 
pentacarbonyl,B4, 85 from which all the sintered specimens were to be 
prepared. The compacts were pressed to the specific densities to be 
studied. 
6o 
In the first plan of the experiments it was intended to determine 
the potential difference between the specimen of interest and an iron 
standard electrode which would have eliminated all effects except those 
due to the states of the sintered iron powder specimens. The standard 
iron electrodes were precisely n~chined to dimensions of 2.670• long by 
0.375" wide by 0.25on thick with tolerance of 1 0.0001" . The surfaces 
were ground flat to remove scratches and tool marks that might be 
present after the wachining operation. All the pieces of the solid iron 
were annealed in hydrogen for one hour at a temperature of 915°C after 
the grinding. In _this way, residual mechanical stresses and associated 
lattice strains were eliminated. In addition, any chemically combined 
oxygen would also be reduced and a clean unstrained surface of iron 
would be obtained. 
The pieces prepared by the above method were used as trial blanks 
to standardize the experimental procedure for the determination of the 
potential. It was believed that these iron pieces were as identical 
as could be prepared and their behavior in the electrolytic cell was 
expected to so indidate. A few preliminary tests showed the well-known 
erratic behavior common to solid. iron. The difficulty of controlling 
84 Antara Chemicals Division, General Dyestuff Corp., G:A AI® F CARBONYL 
IRON POWDERS (New York, 1951) _ _ 
85 - . 
F. E. Jaumot, Jr. and L. Vuldawer, Acta Metallurgica ~, 513 (1954) 
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the erratic behavior is also reported by Lewis and Randall,77 and 
Lattimer, 86 who pointed out that because of' the difficulties associated 
with the determination of' the half-cell potential of' iron, such work 
had been conducted with iron powder or electrolytic deposits on 
platinum wire rather than with solid iron samples. The use of' solid 
iron specimens, if' they bad uniform potentials, as reference electrodes 
would have the advantage of' eliminating the contribution of' the bulk 
iron itself to the potential and only the dif'f'erence between the state 
of' the solid iron and the sintered iron powder base specimens would 
have been measured. The erratic behavior of the solid iron prohibited 
its use as a ' standard reference electrode for the tests of' the sintered 
iron pieces. The lack of' a reliable potential for solid iron made it 
necessary to turn to the commonly employed standard reference electrodes, 
and the saturated calomel half'-cell was selected. 
In order to obtain some comparative inf'ormation about the behavior 
of the co~mercially pure iron against a reliable standard, each of' 
several pieces was set up as a test electrode in the cell With the 
calomel half'-cell as the reference electrode. Two specimens were 
immersed in the cell for two hours, a third overnight with frequent 
readings taken during the first two hours and at the end of' the 
overnight run, and a fourth held for one week with readings being 
taken periodically throughout the time interval. The results obtained 
77a. N. Lewis and M. Randall, Tl:.m:RHODYl{.AMICS AND THE F'REE ENERGY OF 
CHEtiTCAL SUBSTANCES (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1923) 
86w. H. Lattimer, THE OXIDATION STATES OF THE EID1ENTS .AND THEIR 
POTEJ.IJ"TIALS n~ JI.QtJEOUS SOLUTIONS . (Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
1938) 
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with these indicated the type of behavior and range of values that might 
be expected when the powder base specimens were used as electrodes and 
are shown in Table I. 
'nABLE I 
POTENTIAL OF SOLID COMHERCIALLY PURE IRON (volts) 
Sample 
Number 2 3 4 11 
Time of Test 
2 hours 0.648 0.651 0.646 0.623 
Overnight 0.677 0.654 
Week 0.666 
Some preliminary tests were conducted with the pressed but unsintered 
compacts. These samples were held for two hours and additional samples 
for one density overnight. The potentials obtained for each of the 
samples are shown below. 
TABLE II 
PRELIMTI-aRY POTENTIAL OF PRESSED IRON POW1JER C011PACTS (volts) 
Pqwder Sample 
.Time of Test 
2 hours 
OVernight 
6.5 gm/cc 
#2 
0.714 
6.0 gm/cc 
#2 
0.715 
5.5 gm/cc 
#2 
5.0 gm/cc 
#2 
0.718 
0.724 
5.0 gm/cc 
#3 
0.718 
0.718 
The specimens and test methods used to obtain these results were 
considered to complete the preliminary stage. It was intended that tests 
of similar specimens of pressed but unsintered compacts were to be 
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conducted in conjunction With the testing of the sintered specimens • 
. At the time the processing of the sintered samples was initiated, the 
apparatus and test methods had been standardized. The apparatus for 
the tests included the electrolytic cell maintained under the deoxidized 
atmosphere of nitrogen which had been passed through the gas purification 
system and combustion furnace previously described, and the potentiometer 
circuit, Figures 1 through 7. In addition, the electrolytic cell was 
maintained in a constant temperature bath, a vacuum punp remove.d 
dissolved air from the electrolyte, and a back pressure trap prevented 
diffusion of oxygen into the electrolytic cell through the gas stream 
exhaust. The electrolyte was 0.1 molar ferrous chloride. The reference 
calomel half-cell made contact with the electrolyte through a saturated 
potassium chloride salt bridge to eliminate the liquid junction 
potential. The rate of flow of the nitrogen through the system was 
generally maintained at 0.15 litres per minute and ranged, depending 
upon system pressure fluctuations, from 0.1 to 0.25 litres per minute. 
The gauge pressure required to maintain this rate of flow through the 
system was approximately 6 lbs. above atmosphere. To moderate pressure 
surging in the gas stream, . a mercury surge chamber was provided in the 
system. A mercury manometer was included in the system in order to 
observe . the extent of such surges. 
Selecting the treatment schedule to be used in processing the 
specimens is a restricted problem. Practical limitations are put upon 
the experimental range by the realities of the equipment, and the 
handling techniques available. As described earlier, the processing 
- eonsists of preparing the powder, forming the specimen from the powder 
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and sintering the specimen. A high purity iron powder was chosen as 
the base material in order to minimize secondary effects due to 
impurities. The powder was produced by the thermal decomposition of 
iron pentacarbonyl. The reported chemical composition87 shows that 
11 
metallic elements are not present in detectable amounts. The reported 
contaminants are carbon and oxygen, both present in amounts less than 
0.01%. The method of preparation results in spherical particles which 
were in the range of 1 to 10 microns in diameter and whose density is 
7.86 gm/cc. The powder itself was first screened With a 325 mesh 
sieve to eliminate the coarse particles (44 microns). The powder which 
has passed through the screen is first deoxidized in hydrogen at 6o0°C 
for four hours. The powder during this treatment forms a weak cake 
called a sinter cake. The cake is reduced to powder again by tumbling 
the chunks of the cake in a jar mill. After the tumbling is completed, 
the powder is given an annealing treatment in hydrogen at 400°C for one 
hour. This treatment is intended to relieve the powder particles of 
any residual mechanical strain that may have been impressed during the 
milling operation. 
The annealed powder is then compacted to the specimen shape in a 
steel die with the hydraulic press shown in Figure 8. Specimens were 
compacted to densities of 5.0, 5.5, 6.0 and 6.5 gm/cc, equivalent to 
relative densities of 63.6%, 10.0%, 76.3% and 82.7% of the theoretical 
or massive density of 7.86 gm(cc. The compacts are, respectively, 
36.4%, JQ.O%, 23.7% and 17.3% porous. Specimens of lower densities, 
87R. L. Kenyon, METAlS Hli:NDBOOK (Am. Soc. :Hetals, Cleveland, Ohio, 
1948-) 423 
...... 
/I 
FIGURE 8: 100 TON COMPACTING PRESS 
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4.0 and 4. 5 gms/ cc, were compacted, but their dimensional reproducibility 
is poor and they are frequently too fragile to handle. Specimens of 
higher density can be compacted, but excessive pressures are required 
and uniformity of the specimens is poor. 
Some of the specimens compacted. to each of these densities were 
set aside for testing in the unsintered or "green" condition. The 
balance was sintered for various combinations of times and temperatures. 
In normal practi.ce, iron powder compacts are sintered at temperatures 
within the range from l000°C to 1200°C, but rarely outside this range. 
Lower temperatures generally result in weakly sintered pieces, while 
higher temperatures are conducive to excessive grain growth which 
deleteriously affects the mechanical properties. The times in normal 
practice range from one-half to one hour. The temperatures selected for 
study are 800°C, l000°C and 1200°C. The lo00°C and 1200°C temperatures 
were selected in order to study properties of the extremes of normal 
practice. The 800°C temperature was selected in order to observe those 
effects which take place below the occurrence of the crystallographic 
phase transformation from alpha iron to gamma iron (body-centered cubic 
to face-centered cubic). The times for sintering at each of the three 
temperatures are one-half hour, one hour and eight hours in order to 
observe both short time and long time effects. The practice selected 
was to choose as the zero of time the point at which the pyrometer 
begins indicating the desired temperature after the furnace recovers 
from the cooling effect of the cold specimens. The furnace atmosphere 
for all conditions was hydrogen at 6 lbs./sq. in. gauge pressure. 
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The combinations of sintering temperature~ sintering time, and 
packing density described above were used to prepare t he specimens. A 
specimen treatment, thus, would have been one of the three sintering 
temperatures for one of the three sintering times with one of the four 
initial packing densities. The total of such combinations is 36, to 
which is added the unsintered condition at each packing density for a 
total of 40 combinations of treatment conditions. 
The specimen holder was machined from a piece of commercially pure 
iron in order to minimize any galvanic effect that might occur between 
the specimen and a specimen holder of another metal. The specimen 
holder was locked into a rubber stopper which would in turn seal in the 
neck of the distilling flask, making an air-tight seal over the 
electrolyte. Since t he specimens were all of the same length, they were 
immersed to the same depth into t he electrolyte. One problem occurs 
with these . specimens that does not normally appear in the course of 
working With solid material. These specimens, even when sintered at 
the nDst severe conditions employed in this test, were still about 10% 
porous and it was possible for the electrolyte to proceed through the 
length of the specimen by capillary action, make contact with the 
specimen holder and so bypass the specimen itself. 
The first attempt to stop the penetration was the use of an agar 
solution which was not satisfactory. The agar still formed a bridge for 
the current transfer from the electrolyte to the specimen holder and, 
although it prevented transfer of the electrolyte, it did not prevent 
the undesirable electrical effect from occurring. The successful step 
was :-the use of paraffin. The specimen was immersed for approximately 
one-half its length into molten paraffin for enough time so that the 
interconnected porosity within the submerged volume of the specimen was 
blocked. This condition was indicated by the cessation of air bubbles 
appearing in the paraffin. In order to make electric contact between 
the specimen and holder, the paraffin on one face of the specimen was 
scraped away for a distance of 3/8 11 from the end. Good electrical 
contact was made and no interference was caused by the electrolyte. 
This technique was found satisfactory and was employed in all the 
specimens tested, both sintered and unsintered. 
After the specimens were treated, they were clamped in the electrode 
support and immersed in the electrolyte. The specimens exhibited similar 
behavior. The potential approached the equilibrium in about 30 to 60 
minutes from an apparent zero at immersion. Although equilibrium was 
commonly attained in 200 to 300 minutes, specimens were held 1000 minute~ 
Subsequent change in potential by holding for a more extended period, 
10,000 minutes, was less than 0.01 volt and equilibrium was considered to 
have been reached. The total of 40 different conditions of degree of 
sintering was studied. 
When the electrochemical measurements were completed, density 
determinations were run on all the specimens. The procedure used for 
determination of density was similar to that prescribed by the AST~ . 
The specimens were first cleaned of paraffin by reflUxing with ether 
in a soxhlet extraction unit. The specimens were weighed in air, 
coated with paraffin and weighed in air, and then immersed and weighed 
in distilled water. From these measurements, the bulk density of the 
specimen itself was calculated. 
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The next type of test in which these same specimens were examined 
was a mechanical strength test. The specimens were stressed in simple 
tension to failure. One defect present in the strength tests is 
that the design of the specimen, although optimum for the electrochemical 
test, was poor for this test. In general, tensile specimens should be 
designed so that the clamping areas of the specimens have two to three 
to times more area than the center section. Failure of the specimen in 
regions unaffected by the clamping action of the test machine supports 
is thus insured. Unfortunately, such a design was not possible in this 
case. .All the specimens failed in regions close to the support jaws. 
The values obtained are thus considered to be lower than the real 
uniaxial tensile strength of the specimen, since in the regions of 
failure the stress pattern would be more severe and complex than in the 
gauge length of commonly designed tensile test ·specimens. 
The specimens were also examined meta.llogra.phically. !A specimen 
of each of the 40 treatment conditions was observed under two different 
optical conditions. The specimen was first cut and polished. ~fter 
polishing, it was viewed at 200 diameters. The photomicrographs of this 
series were taken to show the character of the porosity in the specimen 
Without any reference to the granular structure of the piece. The 
second series of photomicrographs was taken at 500 diameters after the 
specimens themselves had been etched in a 1% solution of nital (1% nitric 
acid in alcohol). The second series was take~ to show the changes 
occurring in structure, porosity and grain character of the material as 
sintering and solidification proceed from the lowest packing density 
unsintered to the highest packing density with the most severe sintering 
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condition. The four classes of tests described herein are the complete 
series by which the specimens were examined. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF EXPERl}illNTAL RESULTS 
The results obtained in the various tests of the specimens give 
significant information on the characteristics of the specimens. The 
tests were the electrochemical potential, mechanical strength, density, 
and metallographic examination. For clarity of discussion, the tests 
may better be considered in increasing order of complexity: density, 
metallographic, strength and potential. The tests were performed on 
each specimen.after it had been given one of the sintering treatments 
as described in the previous chapter. In addition, the s arne series of 
tests except for mechanical strength was run on the unsintered 
specimens. 
The densities which were determined are shown in Table III. The 
sintered densities ranged from a minimum of 5.32 gms/cc to a maximum 
of 1.03 gms/cc. It can be seen from the table that for a given time 
and temperature of treatment, the sintered density increases with the 
packing density of the material. It is also observed that for a given 
t emperature and packing density, the sintered density increases with 
increasing sintering time. An anomaly is observed, however, in the 
densities with respect to temperature for constant time and packing 
density. The density of the material sintered at 1200°C is, as might 
be expected, higher than the density of the naterial sintered at the 
lower temperatures. The density of the material sintered at a l000°C 
however does not exceed that for sintering treatments of the lower 
temperature of 800°C and averages slightly less. The decrease in density 
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TABLE III 
. . 
AVERAGE DENSITY OF SPECIMENS 
SINTERED AT ElCH SI1~ERING TREATMENT 
Packing Sintering 
Densi tz ~ ~sL cc) Time ~Minutes) Sinteri~ Te~erature 
800°C 1000°C 1200°C 
-
5.0 30 5.38 gm.s/cc 5.32 5.41 
6o 5.63 5.55 5.84 . 
480 6.ll 6.02 6.31 
5.5 30 5.00 5.81 5.82 
60 5.94 5.86 5.97 
480 6.03 5.96 6.50 
6.0 30 6.30 6.27 6.31 
60 6.41 6.37 6.42 
480 6.56 6.49 6.69 
6.5 30 6.76 6.77 6.81 
6o 6.84 6.84 6.90 
480 6.91 6.89 7.03 
so 
on going from 800°C to l000°C has been previously observed and reported 
by Libsch, Volterra and Wulfr88 and Duwez and Martens.89 It is 
attributed to the change of sintering rate which occurs in iron as a 
result of the reversible crystallographic transformation from the body 
centered cubic lattice to the face centered cubic lattice at about 910°C. 
The density inverstion which occurs as a result of the crystallographic 
transformation would limit the derivation of a sintering severity function 
based on density to temperature ranges either above or below the 
transformation temperature, since it is not expected that a function 
could yet be derived theoretically to take into consideration the 
transformation effects. The incorporation of the transformation effects 
in the function will be delayed until such time as theories have been 
derived which are able to predict the occurrence of crystallographic 
transformations in the solid state. 
Metallographic exa~nation was conducted on specimens for all 
sintering treatments and unsintered specimens as well. Photomicrographs 
are shown for only a limited number of the complete series of tests 
which were run. The photomicrographs were taken at two conditions on a 
specimen. The first was of a specimen cross section cut and polished 
and magnified 200 diameters. The second was the structure of the 
identical surface after it had been etched with a 1% nital solution 
(1% nitric acid in alcohol) and magnified to 500 diameters. Figures 9 
and 10 are representative views of the unsintered specimens unetched at 
200 diameters and etched at 500 diameters, respectively. 
88J. Libsch, R. Volterra and J. Wulff, POWDER IvlETALLURGY, edited by 
J. Wulff' (.Am. Soc. Metals, Cleveland, Ohio, 1942) 379 
B9P. Duwez and H. Martens, Trans. AI}m 185, 571 (1949) 
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FIGURE 10: PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF UNSINTERED SPECIMENS AT 500X, ETCHED 
(A) PACKING DENSITY - 5.0 gm/cc 
(B) PACKING DENSITY - 6.5 gm/cc 
The photomicrographs of the unetched specimens show the character of 
the coarse interparticle pores and the formation of interparticle bridges 
during the pressing of the powders. In each figure are shown structures 
of specimens with packing densities of 5.0 gms/cc and 6.5 gms/cc side by 
side for ease of comparison. Figure 9a shows the presence of gross 
voids which exist in specimens formed to the lowest packing density. 
In Figure 9b the absence of the gross voids is noted and the presence of 
the dispersion of comparatively fine voids is observed, characteristic 
of specimens formed at the highest packing density. Photomicrographs 
of specimens formed at intermediate densities are not shown since they 
only differ in degree of porosity. 
Figure 10 shows the same surfaces after they have been et~hed and 
magnified to 500 diameters. The character of the porosity of the two 
specimens can be observed in more detail and it is seen to be widely 
distributed throughout the surfaces. The shapes of the individual 
powder particles can be clearly seen. The manner in which the powder 
particles have fitted together during pressing is observed. It appears 
that there is no significant difference in the shape of the powder 
particles between the specimens pressed at the lowest and highest 
packing densities, suggesting that the pressing treatment has not changed 
the essential spherical character of powder employed. The inSluence of 
some of the prior annealing treatments with their resultant caking of 
the loose powders may be observed. Caking results in the irregularly 
shaped particles and those of larger size which appear. Also present 
are several hi-particles, so to speak, with a flat surface between 
them and approximatel y a spherical cross section which may be attributed 
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to slight sintering in the caking during prior treatments. It is to 
be noted that there is an absence of significant amounts of spheroidal 
shapes such as prolate and oblate, whose occurrence might be expected 
if extensive plastic deformation played a significant role during the 
pressing operation. 
The effects of the sintering treatment on the shape and size of the 
grains and pores are shown in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14, the 
photomicrographs of sintered specimens. Figures 11 and 13 are the 
unetched surfaces at 200 diameters and Figures 12 and 14, the etched 
surfaces at 500 diameters. Figures lla and llb, respectively, show 
the polished cross-section surfaces of specimens with an initial 
packing density of 5.0 gms/cc sintered at 800°C for 1/2 hour and 8 hours. 
~s in Figure 9, the characters of the overall porosities of the specimens 
are observed. Figure lla shows the presence of an extensive dispersion 
of fine porosity with the presence of moderate amotmts of slightly 
larger voids. Figure llb shows that after the specimen has been sintered 
at the same tenperature for 8 hours, the fine porosity has been 
drastically reduced while the larger voids have been somewhat increased 
in size. Comparison of the shape of the voids in Figures lla and llb 
shows that their contour has changed from extremely irregular for the 
significant proportion of partially spheroidized pores for the long 
sintering time. 
Figures 12a and 12b respectively show the same surfaces as Figure 11 
magnified to 500 diameters after they have been etc:hed. Figure 12a shows 
that the porosity is essentially uniformly dispersed throughout the 
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entire surface of the specimen. The initial joining or bonding of some 
of the individual particles into aggregates can be seen where the 
etchant has brought out the grain boundaries in detail. Figure 12b 
indicates the change in the porosity and grain character after sintering 
has progressed 8 hours in comparison with the 1/2 hour treatment for 
the ·Specimen shown in Figure 12a. The dominant feature that may be 
noted in Figure 12a is the concentration of the specimen voids in 
interparticle or grain boundary regions. Although the voids seen in 
Figure 12b are enlarged and highly irregular in contour, they appear 
to be slightly rounded where changes in boundary directions occur in 
contradistinction to the void contours of Figure 12a in which the 
corner regions are much less rounded. The presence of a limited 
number of pores which are isolated from the grain boundaries may be 
seen. The isolated pores are almost spherical in contour. A few of the 
spherical pores may be seen on grain boundaries which appear as weak or 
faint indicating that they are being eliminated. The observation leads 
to the suggestion that the isolated pores are located in former grain 
boundary regions. 
Figures 13 and 14 are photomicrographs at the two exmination 
conditions of specimens having an initial packing density of 6.5 gms/cc 
and sintered at 1200°C for 1/2 hour, Figures l)a and lL.a, and 8 hours, 
Figures 13b and lL.b. These are to be compared with Figlires 9b and lOb 
which are the photomicrographs of the unsintered specimen With the same 
initial density of 6.5 gms/cc. Figure lJa shows the residual porosity 
of short-time sintering treatment as fine and widely dispersed, but 
very much reduced in quantity from that in Figure lla. Figure l3b is 
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t~~ical of specimens which have been sintered for long times at elevated 
temperatures >~th the fine porosity almost completely eliminated and 
the residual porosity occurring in the form of slightly enlarged pores 
with almost completely rounded contours. Study of Figures 9b, 13a and 
13b in that order, leads to an appreciation of the manner in which 
porosity changes from the unsintered condition of the specimen to the 
sintered condition with increasing time of sintering . The grain size 
and distribution of pores as observed in Figures 14a and 14b is a 
result of the brief and extended sintering times at 1200°C. In Figure 14a 
the wide dispersion of fine rounded pores throughout the entire regions 
of the grains is seen. The residual pores on the grain boundaries are 
highly irregular in comparison With the contours of pores isolated from 
the grain boundaries. Figure l4b shows the effect of increasing time 
has been to eliminate most of the very fine pores and spheroidize 
essentially all the residual pores and enlarge them. It appears from 
Figure 14b tha.t those pores which are still located on sharply defined 
or strong grain boundaries are significantly larger tl1a11 the pores 
isolated from grain boundaries. The grain size as seen in Figure l4b 
is much larger than that of Figure 14a with almost all grain r,egions 
being eliminated. It may be that some of the small grain domains that 
can be observed are nucleation sites for recrystallization of the 
cryst al habits into new lattioe orientations, particularly those grains 
with concave contours. 
The results obtained in the tensile strength tests of specimens 
subjected to the 36 sintering conditions are shown in Table IV. The · 
strength is seen to vary from a minimum on the order of 10,000 psi 
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TABLE IV 
AVERAGE TENSILE STRENGTH OF SPECINENS 
SINTERED AT EACH SINTERING TIUYATNENT 
Packing Sintering 
Density ( ~msL cc) Time {Minutes) Sinterin~ Te~erature 
800°C 1ooo0 c 120o0 c 
5.0 30 10,700 psi 11,800 18,500 
60 12,200 1.4,600 20,700 
480 14,200 15,400 27,200 
5.5 30 10,900 13,300 23,100 
6o 12,400 15,5oo 23,900 
480 14,&>0 18,6oo 28,800 
6.0 30 12,400 16,000 24,800 
6o 14,500 18,000 25,700 
480 18,700 22,200 29,600 
6.5 30 12,700 15,200 25,400 
60 14,400 18,6oo 26,200 
480 18,700 22,900 32,700 
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for the least sintered specimens to a maximum on the order of 30,000 psi 
for most severely sintered specimens. This range of' strength is in 
agreement With the commonly reported values.9° It is seen from the 
Table that for a given time and temperature of treat ment the strength 
increases With the packing density of the material. It is also observed 
that for a given temperature and packing density the strength increases 
wit h increasing _ sintering time. For a given sinteri ng time and packing 
density the strength increases with increasing sintering temperature. 
It is noted that the strength increases with increasing severity of each 
of the variables of the sintering treatment and, generally, may be 
said to increase Wit h increasing severity of the sinteri ng treatment. 
The electrochemical potentials which were obtained for the 
specimens treated at each of the 36 sintering conditions are shown in 
Table V. The potentials are listed to the nearest O.Olv in agreement 
with the evaluation of experimental data by Bockris and Herringshaw.9l 
The values range from maximum of 0.76v for a light sintering treatment 
to a minimum of 0.62v for t he most severe si ntering treatment. It was 
noted during the experiments that the potentials of the lightly sintered 
specimens tended to be somewhat erratic and it may be well to consider 
a representative value of potential for the lightly sintered specimens 
to be 0.75v. As for the previous test methods, the general effect of 
sintering on the potential of _ t he material is to raise the nobility8l 
81 A. J. de Bethune, Corrosion 2, 336 (1953) 
90SIXTH ANNUAL POWDER METALLURGY DIRECTORY. Precision Metal Molding 
15, #4, 67 (1957) 
91J. O•M. Bockris and J. F. Herringshaw, Disc. Far. Soc. 2, 328 (1947) 
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'rABLE V 
AVERAGE ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTH.L 01<' SPECIMENS 
SINTBRED AT EACH SINTERING TREATMENT 
Packing Sintering 
Density (gm/cc) Time (11inutes) Sintering Temperature 
800?C 1000°C 1200°C 
5.0 30 O. 75 volts 0.75 o. 73 
60 0.75 o. 73 o. 72 
480 o. 72 0.69 0.66 
5.5 30 0.75 0.75 0.68 
60 0.75 o. 73 o.67 
480 o. 71 0.68 o.64 
6.0 30 0.76 o. 73 0.66 
60 0.75 o. 72 0.65 
480 0.70 0.66 0.63 
6.5 30 o. 76 o. 72 0.65 
60 0.75 o. 70 0.64 
480 o. 70 0.65 0.62 
The range of potential as measured for each sintering condition 
was found to have an average value of ± 0.006v, in nondnal agreement 
with reported experimental variation.91 
91 J. O'M. Bockris and J. F. Herringshaw, Disc. Far. Soc. ~' 328 (1947) 
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of the specimens as the severity of t he sint ering treatment increases. 
For constant sintering time and temperature, the measured potential 
becomes less negative or rises in nobility with increasing packing 
density. For constant si.ntering temperature and packing density, the 
same effect is seen as longer sintering time increases the nobility of 
t he specimen and for constant sintering time and packing density, 
higher temperature brings about an increased speci men nobility. 
The potential was also determined for specimens which were pressed 
to each of the four packing densities and withheld from any sintering 
treatments. The potential was determined as 0.12v independent of the 
packing density. The range of potentials measured for t he unsintered 
specimens was from 0.716v to 0.724v, the average being 0.720v. Thus 
the experimental error for the unsintered specimens is found to be 
i 0.004v. Potentials obtai ned for the unsintered specirrens at each of 
the packing densities are shown in Table VI. 
Since some of the preliminary runs of electrochemical potential 
were made Without benefit of the electrolytic cell being immersed in 
the constant te1~erature bath, it was considered advantageous to 
determine t he magnitude of t he temperature coefficient of the 
electrochemical potential of iron. The tests were conducted at 
0 temperatures of 27°C and 40 C, the difference of which was greater 
than the range of fluctuation of the room temperature during the 
preliminary tests. It was found that the average potential of the 
cell was the same at each of the test conditions with a spread 
between the maximum and minimum values of only 0 .005v. Using the 
TABLE VI 
ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF UNSINTERED SPECll1ENS 
Packing 
Densitz ~~msLcc) 5.0 hl 6.0 6.5 
Potential (volts) o. 719 0.717 0.719 0.722 
0.716 0.720 0.723 0.723 
0.724 0.717 
0.724 
0.717 
Average value for all 
packing densities is 0.720 volts with a range 
of o.oo4 volts or 
0.720 i 0.004 volts. 
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relationship80 for the temperature dependence of the potential of the 
saturated calomel half-cell 
0.2415 - 0.00076 (T-25) 
the difference in potential of the calomel electrode over the temperature 
range is calculated to be -O.OlOv. Thus the change in the potential of 
the iron electrode over this same range of temperature is found to be 
+ O.OlOv. The temperature coefficient of the electrochemical potential 
of sintered iron is determined as T 0.0008v/°C or approximately O.OOlv/°C. 
Since the range of room temperature during the preliminary experiments 
was no greater than j SOc, it is seen that the fluctuation in potential 
due to t he temperature, in effect, was on the order of f 0.005v. The 
latter value is only half of the expected experimental range of error 
for iron determined by Bockris and Herringshaw in their tabulation of 
standard electropotentials and the concurrence between independent 
investigators.91 It is suggested that since the temperature coefficient 
was determined only over a narrow temperature range and for a limited 
number of specimens, it would be worthwhile for an investigator to 
undertake .the determination of the temperature coefficient over a 
broader temperature range. 
80 ( S. Glasstone, INTRODUCTION TO ELECTH.OCHE.~STRY D. Van Nostrand Co., 
Inc., 1942) 
··-
91J. O'M. Bockris and J. F. Herringshaw, Disc. Far. Soc.§., 328 (1947) 
CHAPTER VI 
INTERPRETATION OF EXPERHfENTAL EVIDENCE 
It would be well before proceeding to a discus:3ion of the results 
to reconsider briefly the present status of understanding of the 
sintering mechanism and the place of this investigation in the over-all 
problem. The general aims of previous investigations by the several 
workers on this topic have in general followed similar objectives and 
paths: the hypothesis of a general explanation of the events occurring 
Within the specimen during the sintering treatment, based on the 
phenomenological observations, to forn1 the basis for the selection of 
a criterion of sintering which would permit discrimination between 
specimens treated under varying sets of conditions and the evaluation 
of the reliability of the criterion. Despite the extensive 
examination by several investigators of the data which they have 
obtained, the objectives have not been met. There still does not 
exist a widely applicable reliable test which will discriminate 
between the degree of sintering which has been accomplished in the 
s~nles under examination. Specimens which have been especially 
fabricated in a preferred shape for mechanical testing can,~thin the 
limit of reliability of strength tests, be distinguished from each 
other with respect to their relative extent of sintering. However, 
the mechani·~al strength test itself does not contribute any insight 
into the further understanding of the events occurring within the 
specimen during sint.ering. The nature of the test of mechanical 
strength precludes the use of pieces so tested from further employment. 
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A review of the several facets of this situation led to the 
conception of the ideas employed in the work described in this paper. 
Re-examination of the various physical properties o:f the specimen as 
they might be affected by a sintering treatment led to the conclusion 
that the surface energy would be one of tne basic properties most 
significantly affected and which has not previously been studied in 
detail. It was anticipated t hat changes in the surface energy of 
the specimen as sintered could be observed by means o:f differences in 
the electrochemical potential of specimens t reated at differing sets 
of conditions. It was expected that one of the advantages of this 
type of test would be t hat t he specimen would not be significantly 
affected by the conditions employed in t he test. Thus, as a 
situation might warrant, a specimen with any external geometry ~auld 
be studi ed and its changes in surface energy be observed. It rlas 
further anticipated that t he observation of the changes in surface 
energy of the assembly of powder particles comprisi~~ t he specimen 
would contribute further insight into t he events occurring during the 
sintering treatment of the powder particles. 
The experiments described in this paper may be divided into two 
groups: (1) the determination of the electrochemical potentials of 
unsintered and sintered specimens which provides a new type of 
information never before reported and (2) the commonly employed t ests 
of mechanical strength, density, and metallographic structure 
examination which may be considered as forming the basis for establishing 
correlation between degree of sintering and electrochemical potential. 
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As shown in the results, the electrochemical potentials as 
measured range from 0.72v for unsintered specimens to a maximum on 
the order of 0.75v for specimens treated at low temperatures for 
short times and down to a minimum of 0.62v for specimens exposed to 
the most severe treatment of long times at high temperatures. The 
corresponding mechanical strength of the same specimens showed values 
ranging from the. minimum of approximately 10,000 l bs./sq. in. for 
specimens lightly sintered to maxima of 30,000 lbs./sq. in. for 
specimens exposed to the most severe sintering conditions. The 
· associated density changes resulting from the treatment are dependent 
on the packing densi.ty of the specimen as compacted, but general 
observation shows that those specimens lightly treated (short time at 
low temperature) only experienced small increases in density whereas 
those held for long times at high temperatures experienced a maximum 
increase in density. The final correspondence test shows in the 
series of photomicrographs the change in character of porosity &1d 
grain size of the specimens as they are exposed to t he range of 
· sintering conditions .employed in the experiments. The porosity, as 
seen in the photomicrographs at 200 diameters, decreases With 
increasing time and increasing temperature of treatment. The results 
obtained in the tests of .mechanical strength, density, and 
metallographic structure are consistent With the results reported by 
other investigators. 
The electrochemical. potential, although it first shows a rise to 
a maximum for light treatments, follows a monotonic path to its 
minimum with increasing severity o.f sintering treatment. It now seems 
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that the behavior of the electrochemical potential of sintered material 
may be correlated with both the treatment and the results of other 
types of test. If the correlation could be established, recognition 
could be claimed of a new type of test which leads to the determination 
of previously unreported information about materials in the solid state. 
In order to establish a correlation between the degree of sintering 
and the electrochemical potential of the sintered material, it is 
required that two conditions be satisfied which might be called the 
necessary and sufficient conditions. The necessary condition to be 
satisfied is that one property be selected as a basis for the 
correlation which is well recognized as indicative of the state of 
sintering which has been attained in the material under consideration. 
The sufficient condition to be satisfied is that there exists a 
regular correspondence between the recognized property and the proposed 
property. The mechanical or tensile strength of sintered material is 
a property which is recognized as indicative of the state of sintering 
attained. In addition, it also conforms to the definition of the 
sintering phenomenon specified in this paper as the formation of 
physical bonds between initially independent particles. 
The plot of electrochemical potential against tensile strength, 
Figure 15, indicates essentially linear correspondence between these 
two properties. The plot has the characteristics of the line 
Calculation of the best line by miniMization of the differences of 
squares t~~ough the plotted values leads to the line 
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The correlation coefficient of potential with strength is calculated 
as 0.94. The statistical standard estimate of error is determined 
as O.Ol43v, which is only one-tenth of the total range of potential 
observed. These results indi::ate a high statistical correlation 
between the electrochemical potential and the tensile strength. Thus, 
t he sufficient condition for correlation of the degree of sintering 
with the electrochemical potential has been satisfied. There still 
remains the need to show the nature of the correlation between strength 
and degree of sintering. 
In viei·l of the high statistical correlation, it is feasible to 
contemplate the derivation from theoretical principles of a sintering 
severity function which would permit the prediction of strength, and 
hence, the potenti al of s intered materials. The change in the 
properties of the sintered rraterial appears to be characteristic of 
rate process phenomena as well as the growth process phenomena 
recognized and adopted by Kuczynski.46 It would seem that a 
sintering severity function could be derived from the principles of 
rate process theory and growth laws. 
In order to ascertain as much information as possible prior to 
the derivation of a sintering severity function, a statistical analysis 
of the variation of the experimentally determined data of tensile 
strength with respect to the variables of the sintering treatment, time, 
temperature and packing density, was conducted. The technique 
~- 92 
employed is the analysis of variance described by rloroney and 
46G. C. Kuczynski, Trans. AIM.E 18.5, 16~ 896 (Discussion) (1949) 
921-1. J. Horoney, FACTS FROM FIGURES (Penguin Books, Ltd., London, 
2nd Ed., 1953) 
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suggested by Gartner.93 The analysis of variance is explained as the 
statistical method by which the total variation in a set of data may 
be reduced to components associated with possible sources of 
variability whose relative importance is to be assessed. By the 
analysis of variance information is provided about the relative 
significance of the treatment variables and their 1nutual interactions 
over the ranges of each investigated. 
The calculation of the variance estimate for the three variables 
and their interactions gives results of 103 for time, 452 for 
temperature, and 42 for packi~~ density. The variance estimates of 
the mutual interactions of the variables are on the order of two or 
less with the variance estimate of the experimental error of 1.4. 
These values are compared or checked for degree of significance in 
Snedecor's Variance Ratio test by making the hypothesis that the 
variance ratios do not indicate significance. It is found that the 
independent variables .are much greater, than, at the 0.001 probability 
level, the critical significance level of approximately 9 of the F 
distribution table, indicating that they are all extremely significant 
with the tenperature being more so than the other bio. The values of 
the interactions are less than the critical significance level of 
approximately three at the 0.05 probability level, and all interactions 
can be taken as nonsignificant. The above results indicate that, in the 
form of the sintering severity function to be deri"ved, the variables 
are separable. The result indicates that the function may be 
93G. Gartner, Personnel Discussion, Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, 
Massachusetts (1957) 
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symbolically expressed as the product of three terms, each a function 
of one of the three independent variables, 
P • D(d)F(t)G(T) 
The basic rate process function, the ~rrhenius equation, has the 
form o:r 
.1. -Q/RT 
t' • Ae 
Simple integration of the rate process function With respect to time, 
neglecting the constant, results in 
p = te-·Q/RT 
Kuc·zynski 46 has found that if surface diffusion is the transport 
phenomenon in sintering, then the growth of the neck between particles 
Will be proportional to the 7th root of the time. Expressing the 
time effect in the rate equation in terrr~ of Kuczynski's findings 
rather than the first power of the time resulting from the si~le 
integration, the form is modified to 
p = tl/7e-Q/RT 
Glasstone, Laidler and Eyring94 point out that the rate equation 
also has a dependence on a power of the t empera ture, depending on the 
number of constituents participating in the process or the order of the 
process. In order to determine the exponent of the te~erature 
dependence, it is necessary to consider the situation of a diffusing 
atom at the time it changes its position. It is postulated that the 
diffusing atom is situated alone in its plane at the surface of the 
46a. c. Kuczynski, Trans. liME 185, 169, 896 (Discussion) (1949) 
94s. Glasstone, K. J. Laidl~r and H. Eyring, THE THEORY OF RATE 
PROCESSES (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1941) 
crystal. In the plane immediately underlying the atom about to diffuse 
are four nearest neighbors in either the body centered cubic or the 
face centered cubic lattice, to each of which the atom would be bonded 
on its normal or stable state. If it is considered that these bonds 
are broken one by one until .a sufficient number have separated, or 
until such time as the single atom is bonded loosely enough to permit 
its transfer to a new c.ite on the crystal, than the actual number of 
atoms involved in the process at the time of its occurrence may be 
realized. 
Initially, the atom is bonded to each of its four nearest 
neighbors in the underlying plane. If the bond with one of them is 
broken, then it still remains bonded to the other three. Being bonded 
to ~~e other three vdll .mean that it is retained essentially in place • 
. As a second bond separates, the atom may shift slightly to an offset 
or interstitial location. When a third bond is broken, the diffusing 
atom remains bonded to only one of its neighbors. It may be seen 
that when the atom separates from its final neighbor, it finally 
becomes an atom in motion and can diffuse across the surface to a 
nearby favorable cite. Hence, it may be considered that two atoms are 
involved in the diffusion process. In accordance with the analysis of 
Glasstone, Laidler and Eyring,94 the rate process in this situation then 
has a second power dependence on temperature. The sintering severity 
function is revised to incorporate this effect, 
p • tl/7T2e-Q/RT 
94s. Glasstone, K. J. Laidler and H. Eyring, THE THEORY OF RATE 
PROCESSES (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New Yor~l941) 
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The function, as expressed above, is independent of density and 
should be able to describe the observed effects for a consta.nt initial 
packing density. In order to deternune the heat of activation, Q, and 
the numerical coefficient of the function, the experimental values of 
strength for a single packing density are substituted with the function 
taking the form 
Preliminary calculations indicated that S has an approximate 
od 
magnitude of 10,000. The first series of calculations indicated that 
the heat of activation is not constant but is temperature dependent. 
This finding is an agreement with the experimental observations and 
suggestion of Duwez. 68 Refinement of the calculations leads to a heat 
of activation which has a dependence on first and second powers of the 
. temperature expressed as Huettig 's te:rrperature factor, a, the ratio 
between the te:rrperatur e under discussion and the melting point, 
a = T/Tm. The heat of activation, Q, noi-r becomes 
Q - Q
0 
{ 1 i q1a i q2 a
2 ) 
- -11,000 ( 1- 7.38a i 2.07a2 ) 
The complete form of the sintering severity parameter, P, for a constant 
density, P , becomes 
d pd: tl/7T2ell,OOO ( 1- 7.38a i 2.07a2 )/RT 
68P. Duwez, ATOM J.10VEMENTS (Am. Soc. Metals, Cleveland, Ohio, 19.51) 
192 
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The relationship between strength and sintering severity parameter 
for each of the initial packing densities now may be found by plotting 
against t he sintering severity parameter the experimentally determined 
values of strength for constant density. The numerical coefficients 
of t he regression line in each of these plots, S , are found to be 
od 
linearly dependent on the packing density relative to the massive 
density of solid iron or 
so = s (~ ) d o ds 
This result is used to express the complete form of the sintering 
severity function, P, 
P : ~ tl/7 T2e-Qo ( 1 ~ qla i q2 a2 )/RT 
s 
The values of P were calculated in accordance with this function, with 
the time expressed .in minutes and the temperature on the Kelvin scale. 
The strength is plotted against the calculated values of P, 
Figure 16, and from the plot, S , the numerical coefficient of P to 
0 
predict the values of strength is found as 7190. The val~e of 7190 shows 
t l1at t he approximate value of 10,000 determined in preliwinary 
calculations was in good agreement. Calculation of a correlation 
coefficient between the experimental and predicted values of strengt h gives 
a result of 0.90 which indicates a high degree of correlation. The 
statistical standard estimate of error calculated from the correlation 
coefficient and the standard deviation of the experimental values is 
2552. Statistical theory predicts that 95% of the experimental values 
Will fall within twice the standard estimate of error. Exawination 
of the plot of experimental against predicted values of strength shows 
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TABLE VII 
CALCLJLATED VALUES OF SINTERING SEVERITY P.ARAMETr~ 
FOR EACH SIN'.l'ERING TREATHENT 
Packing Sinterilig 
Densi tl ( ff!:./ cc) Time (Minutes) Sinterin~ Te~erature 
800°0 1000°C 1200°C 
5.0 30 1.39 1. 70 2 .• 54 
60 1.54 1.88 2.74 
480 2.07 2.53 3.77 
5.5 30 1.53 1.87 2.79 
60 le69 2.07 3.01 
480 2.27 2.78 4.15 
6:.0 30 1.67 2.04 3.04 
60 1.84 2.25 3.28 
480 2.48 3.03 4.52 
6.5 30 1.81 2.21 3.30 
60 2.00 2.44 3.56 
480 2.69 3.29 4.90 
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that all the points but one lie within one standard estimate of error. 
A revised correlation coefficient may be calculated using the same 
standard deviation by assuming, since all the points but one are within 
one standard error, that the calculated standard error is in reality 
twice the true standard error. The revised correlation coefficient 
calculated on this basis becomes 0.976 indicating very excellent 
correlation between experimental values of strength and values of 
strength predicted from the sintering severity parameter. 
In this way it has been shovm that the necessary condition vThich 
must be satisfied in order to establish the correlation between the 
degree of sintering and the electrochemical potential has been met. This 
fact together with the previously established correlation between the 
electrochemical potential and strength which satisfied the sufficient 
condition noH permits consideration of the establishment of the 
correlation between the degree of sintering and the electrochemical 
potential, F'igure 17. The relation of the electrocheJ:Tl.ical potential vli th 
strength was eA~ressed by the relation 
E_ hS-fb 
.. 6 
: - 6.78 X 10- S-f 0.830 
Coupling this together vli th the relationship between strength and the 
sintering severity parameter 
s = so p 
= 7190 p 
leads to an expression for the relationship between electrochemical 
potential and the parameter by substituting for S in 
E.-hS-fb 
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so that 
or 
E : - hSOP ~ b • - EOP t b 
E : - 0.0487 P i 0.830 -
The correlation coefficient between the experimental and predicted 
values of the electrochemical potential is found to have the same 
lll 
correlation as for the correlation coefficient of the electrochemical 
potential with strength, 0.94, and accordingly the same statistical 
standard estL~ate of error of 0.0143. These results indicate a high 
statistical correlation between the electrochemical potential, E, the 
tensile strength, S, and the theoretically derived sintering severity 
parameter, P. The relationship may be expressed in the form 
p = d tl/7 T2e-Q/RT 
and 
where 
s = 
d 
s 
s p 
0 
E:EPtb 0 
Q: ~11,000 ( 1- 7.38a t 2.07a2 ) 
s = 7190 0 
E0 : -0.0487 
b - 0.830 
The high statistical correlation between the experimental results and 
the sintering severity parameter leads to a high degree of confidence 
in the reliability of the sintering severity parameter over the range 
of the experimental variables studied in this investigation. 
It is to be appreciated that the functional representation of the 
siiitering severity parameter may not be validly extrapolated beyond the 
ranges of the variables in this work. It is to be expected that physi.cal 
phenomena other than surface diffusion which forms the basis for the 
derivation may become significant under sintering conditions beyond 
those studied in this investigation. The processes that may be 
anticipated at higher temperatures or for much more extended times 
112 
are volume diffusion, extensive grain growth, recrystallization and 
plastic flow. The influence of residual films of oxygen could be 
expected to have a significant effect under sintering conditions less 
severe than the minimum range studied. It would be necessar,y to conduct 
experiments to confirm the validity of the parameter for sintering 
conditions either less or more severe than employed in this investigation . 
in order to have a reliable basis for extrapolation into these regions. 
The significance of the electrochemical potential rre.y best be 
discussed by considering the results from the unsintered and sintered 
specimens independently. The specimens prepared for the tests described 
herein were pressed to one of four initial packing densities, that is, 
either 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, or 6.5 gms/cc. The results of t he tests for 
several specimens at each of these densities show that, within the 
limits of the accuracy of the experimental equipment, there is no 
significant difference in the electrochemical potential of the unsintered 
specimens at the various packing densities. The uniformity of the 
electrochemical potential of this set of specimens indicat~ therefore, 
that t here is no difference .in the surface energy in this set of 
specimens. The equivalence of the electrochemical potential for the 
unsintered specimens is interpreted to mean that the subsequent changes 
in the potential which are observed in sintered specimens are basically 
not dependent upon the total internaLsurface area. This is deduced 
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from the fact that the unsintered material was formed to four different 
packing densities with four different internal surface areas which are 
approximately in the ratio of 10:11:12:13. 
Consideration of the result that the surface energy of these 
specimens is i ndependent of t he compacting condition leads to the 
conclusion that during the compacting stage, at least under the range 
of pressures employed in this work, from 25,000 to 75,000 lbs./sq. in., 
the extent of any plastic deformation that may be produced, as discussed 
in the description of the compacting action in Chapter II, is below the 
sensitivity level of the test apparatus. Since the electrochemical 
potential of iron has been reported 77 to be extremely sensitive to very 
slight distortion due to mechani~al stresses and strains on its 
surface, the absence of significant variation in the electrochemical 
potential of the unsintered specimens pressed under such a >iide range 
of pressures leads to the conclusion that there may not have been any 
significant distortion of the surfaces of the powder particles due to 
the pressure when being compacted. The deduced absence of distortion 
is not consistent With commonly suggested ideas13 as to the effect of 
the compacting pressure on the powder particles, that is to say, surface 
abrasion and plastic deformation. On the other hand, the absence of 
distortion is consistent with the suggestions advanced in this paper 
that the effect on the powder particles ofthe compacting pressure is 
l3R. P. Seelig, THE PHYSICS OF POWDER HETALLURGY, edited by W. E. Kingston 
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., I nc., New York, 1951) 344 
77G. N. LeWis and M. Randall, TI-iER.~ODYNAMICS Ai'ID THE FREE ENERGY OF C:HEMICAL 
SUBSTANCES (McGraw-FJ.ll Book . Co., Inc., New York, 1923) 
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to move them by translation and rotation into closer mechanical contact 
without any significant abrasion or distortion of the particle surfaces. 
Other possible explanations of the uniformity of the electrochemical 
potential in unsintered specimens must be considered in the absence of 
more concrete experimental evidence. One such explanation is that the 
powder particles are truly deformed and left under strain, but the 
strained regions do not extend beyond the zones of contact between 
adjacent particles. In this case, the strained regions can not be 
seen, so to speak, by the electrolyte and, hence, do not make an 
observable contribution to the potential. Other speculative 
explanations may be suggested but positive discrimination between all 
of these must be withheld pending the determination of substantiating 
evidence by suitable experiments. 
The electrochemical potentials of the several groups of sintered 
specimens shoiv as a general behavior pattern an initial increase in 
electrical potential for those specimens which experienced light 
treatments, that is, held for short times at low temperatures. There 
is subsequent decrease of electrochemical potential with increasing 
severity of the treatment, t hat is, longer times and higher temperatures, 
dorm to the lowest potential measured for the most severe sintering 
treatment of longest holding time, 8 hours, at the maximum temperature 
employed, 1200°C. The lightly treated specimens shov-red an initial 
increase in potential above that of 0.72v of the unsintered specimens, 
up to values on the order of 0. 75v, as high as 0. 76v being measured 
in some samples. As the treatment of the specimens was intensified, 
the resultant potential became lower, passing across the 0.72v level 
11.5 
of the unsintered specimens and contintnng to decrease until the most 
severe treatment employed for a specimen reduced its potential to 
0.62v. The monotonic reduction in potential with intensification of 
the treatment is consistent with the description presented in Chapter II 
of the predicted effect of sintering. However, the initial increase of 
potential for lightly treated specimens above the potential of the 
unsintered specimens was not anticipated. 
The interpretation and significance of the initial increase may 
be explained by the following considerations. The existence of the 
initial energy increase may be taken to indicate the presence of an 
activation effect at the onset of the treatment. The activation effect 
can be attributed to the action of the hydrogen atomsphere in the 
furnace on the specimens. The specimens when prepared for firing are 
considered to have an adsorbed film of gas, such as oxygen, as a result 
of the exposure of the powder particles to air during the prior 
preparation of the specimens. The adsorbed and to some limited extent 
combined oxygen would act as a cover on the high energy regions, which 
would be the first to participate in the chemisorption reaction, of the 
particle surfaces. Hence, in the measurement of the potential of 
the unsintered specimens, the regions of maximum energy are not exposed 
to the electrolyte and do not make their contribution to the measured 
e.m.f. 
When a specimen is put into the fuxnace, the hot hydrogen 
deoxidizes the specimen. In so doing, the regions of the specimen with 
the maximum energies are cleaned of oxygen and have the bare metal 
exposed. The specimens that are tested after only a low severity 
treatment have not had the opportunity :for su:f:ficient sintering to 
occur to deactivate the high energy regions. Deactivation is here 
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taken to mean the reduction o:f the energy of the surface by the diffusion 
of an atom from one site to another of lower energy. Hence, the atom 
would have a more stable position as discussed in Chapter III wherein 
was described in detail the geometric basis of the regions of higher 
and lower energy. 
One other special feature of the activation effect should be 
considered. The activation has been herein attributed to the 
deoxidation and cleaning of the metallic surface in its regions of 
highest energy. When these regions have been cleaned, they would 
allow the determination of the true maximum electrochemical potential 
characteristic o:f the surface of the specific powder particles under 
study, provided deactiva.tion em be restricted :from occurring. However, 
deactivation cannot be restricted from occurring under the conditions 
employed in this study as may be seen by · the following argument • 
. ~ s activation proceeds from the initial potential, E(}, of the 
unsintered specimens, it exposes more and more regions With .energy 
higher than EG·. E:A.'J)osure of more regions with higher energy increases 
the number of atoms at sites with sufficient energy to diffuse to 
regions of lower energy and higher relative stability. Hence, 
activation acts as an accelerating ef:fect to increase deactivation . 
Thus, deactivation could not be restricted in this test. 
Moreover, it should be noted that activation may be operative only 
over a limited range of the severity parameter. It can be appreciated 
-- that in any given specimen, the total amount of adsorbed oxygen is 
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finite. The activation of the internal surfaces of the specimen may 
be observed only to the point that all further surface regions still 
covered by oxygen are at energies belmv that which is required for an 
atom to have in order to be able to diffuse, at whi~h point the 
activation has effectively ceased. 
In general, the potential of the specimens upon immersion in the 
cell followed a similar behavior in all cases. The potential increased 
rapidly from an apparent zero, at zero time of immersion, to values 
close to the final value of the specimen in 10 to 30 minutes. In 
many cases; there is an apparent retardation of the increase of potential 
in this time interval, followed by a subsequent rise in potential to 
approximately the final value whi~h the spe~imen will develop. The 
delay is attributed to two possible sources, both of whi ·~h may be 
acting in conjunction to produce the effects which appear in some of 
the pieces. One possible cause is the delay involved in the penetration 
of the electrolyte through the srrallest capillaries to the innermost 
pores of the specimen. Since these regions have the steepest curvature 
on their surface, it is not until the electrolyte can make contact at 
their surface that it can respond to or transmit the higher potentia ls 
which are read with increasing time of immersion to stabilization. 
Another possible cause of the time delay may be the rates at which the 
adherent films of oxygen, either adsorbed or chemically combined, are 
dissolved by the electrolytic solution as it makes direct electric 
contact with the particle surface. Since the places of steepest 
curvature on the surface would have been most active during the storage 
period from sintering of the specimens to testing, these points are 
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most likely to have picked up interfering gas films in one form or 
another. Hence, the time required for the dissolution of those films 
from the more active sites where they are located also would explain 
the time delay involved in attaining the higher potential readings. 
A few of the specimens had a slight, steady decrease in the 
potential from the stable value. The decrease of potential is 
explained by the slight onset of oxidation in the solution after 
extended periods of running. This explanation was checked experimentally 
by admitting air or oxygen to several cells after the potentials had 
reached equilibrium. The entrance of the gas was followed Qy a sudden 
drop of the potential. 
As a final remark, it may be recalled that the sintering severity 
parameter, P, has been derived on the basis that the controlling 
mechanism in these experiments is surface diffusion. Kuczynski46 has 
shown that if surface diffusion is the mechanism, then the sintering is 
dependent upon the 7th root of the time as in P. He has also shown 
that for volume diffusion, the dependence is on the 5th root of the 
time, P'. One may compare the relative agreement of the sintering 
severity parameters, P and P' as calculated on· each basis, with the 
experimentally determined strength of the specimens. A graphic 
examination shows that the scatter band of the strength plotted a gainst 
the related values of P' is about twice as wide as that for the 
comparison plot against P. The increase of scatter is t aken to indicate 
that the functional form of P 1 , with its Sth root dependence on time, 
46G. C. Kuczynski, Trans. AI11E 185, 169, 896 (Discussion) (1949) 
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does not represent the sintering process as well as P, with its 7th root 
dependence on time. Assuming, the validity of Kuczynski's anaiysis, the 
better representation by P leads to the inference that surface diffusion 
is the sintering mechanism rather than volume diffusion as a result of 
this experiment. 
The techniques and findings of the series of experiments described 
in this paper have very wide potential application both in the 
investigation of fundamental physical phenomena and to employment in 
engineering and industrial technology. Part of the major premise which 
has been demonstrated in this paper, that the electrochemical potential 
of a material is sensitive to its particular history, has been cited 
before, but the additional feature of the basic premise, that the 
variation in electrochemical potential of crystalline metals is subject 
to control, is the new contribution of this paper to the existing fund 
of scientific knowledge. As a corrollary to this statement it is also 
seen that investigation of the electrochemical potential of a material 
can provide significant information about the structure and character of 
the sample under study. Techniques based on those described herein may 
be employed for the investigation of the differences in electrochemical 
potential of various crystallographic planes in a lattice, the potential 
in the boundaries between crystals, and possibly extended to a measure of 
the potential due to the concentration of lattice dislocations, vacancie~ 
and other irregularities in the interior of the crystals. These 
techniques may be expanded to investigate the continuous change in energy 
level of a system as it approaches and crosses allotropic transfonaation 
conditions and provide further insight into the phenomena involved in 
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such transformations. It may be possible by means of these techniques to 
investigate the extent of lattice distortion induced by irradiation of 
high energy particles which are currently considered to induce effects 
similar to those of metallurgical cold working techniques. An 
investigation of the potential character of catalytic powders may lead 
to improved methods for understanding the difference between poisoned 
and unpoisoned surfaces. These applications are among the more obvious 
which come to ndnd upon review of potential uses of these methods in 
fundamental scientific studies. Modifications of these techniques could 
readily be employed in industrial practice, primarily as inspection 
methods for discrimination in quality levels of material coming through 
a production line. Particularly in the case of production of parts 
from a powder base would this situation be applicable. 
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ABSTRACT 
Expanding interest in powder technology has generated many 
investigations of sintering, the major step in the solidification of 
powder to dense material. Sintering is defined herein as the 
establishment of physical bonds between powder particles in mechanical 
contact under the influence of temperature and time. Physical properties 
and tests previously studied lack direct correlation ruth the degree of 
sintering. The relation between the extent of sintering and changes in 
surface energy of the powder system is discussed. In accordance with 
Gibbs-Helmholtz principles, the equivalent of the energy change with 
degree of sintering was measured by the electrochemical potential. 
The empirical nature of the practices employed in and the change in 
properties produced by the transition from powder to solid are reviewed. 
The controllable conditions governing the final properties are the powder 
characteristics and the treatments employed. Briquetting raises the 
density of the powder relative to solid density from 20 - 40% when loose 
to 60 - 90% when pressed. Previous explanations attribute compacted 
strength to localized welding of particles due to interparticle friction 
and adhesion between clean surfaces exposed as they Q~dergo motion. It 
is suggested that the major effect of compacting is to relocate the 
particles, causing better mechanical packing. The strength of the green 
compact is considered to originate in the interparticle friction opposing 
the force tending to separate the particles and cause rupture. 
Sintering occurs during a time-temperature treatment cycle of 
heating rate, holding temperature and time, and cooling rate. Sintering 
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is commonly accomplished under a protective atmosphere, which depends on 
the material to be sintered. Mechanisms proposed to explain material 
transport during sintering are evaporation-condensation, surface diffusion, 
volume diffusion, and the bulk mechanism of viscous or plastic flow. The 
evaporation-condensation technique has been discounted. Surface diffusio~ 
among the earliest ideas proposed, is reconsidered in this paper. Volume 
diffusion, well accepted when first suggested, has been found inadequate 
to explain all .the observations. The bulk flow mechanism, a current 
hypothesis in the field, has some recognized failings. 
Consideration of surface diffusion as the probable mechanism led to 
the design of an experimental test, based on the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation, 
to measure the electrochemical potential of specimens sintered to varying 
degrees. The test apparatus and methods are described. Specimens of 
carbonyl iron powder were prepared to four green densities from S.o gms/cc 
to 6.5 gms/cc and sintered at temperatures from 800°C to 1200°C for times 
of one-half hour to eight hours for a total of 40 different treatment 
conditions. The specimens were tested for electrochemical potential, 
tensile strength, density and microstructure. 
The electrochemical potential of unsintered, pressed iron powder was 
found to be 0.720v referred to a saturated calomel electrode, and 
independent of the compacting conditions studied. The electrochemical 
potential of sintered specimens ranges from a high of 0.76v for lightly 
sintered to a low of o.62v for severely sintered specimens. The 
corresponding tensile strengths ranged from minima of 10,000 psi to maxima 
of 30,000 psi. 
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The electrochemical potential is related to tensile strength by 
the expression E = -6.78 x lo-6s i 0.830 with a statistical correlation 
coefficient of 0.94. A sintering severity parameter, P, has the form 
P : (d/ds) tl/7 T2e-Q/RT where the variables of P are the treatment 
conditions: relative density, time and temperature • . A linear relation 
is found between the tensile strength and the parameter, S : 7190P. 
The resulting relation between the potential and the parameter is 
E = -0.0487P + 0.830. The correlation coefficients of strength and 
potential with the sintering p~rameter are both 0.90. 
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